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Construction Will Effect Campus Traffic
By Tom Green
The choice of the D.O.T. is to studies are reviewed.
as eastbound Morri s Avenue at struction of the new buildings in the
A new corporate center and
make a jughandle out of the MorNorth Avenue will also have four spring. as for the road work to be
Other areas to be reconstructed
residential area to be built opposite
ri s Avenue entrance by Wilkins include: Morris Avenue at Green
lanes (which will now have two done, we have suggested July or
Kean College (on Morris Avenue)
Theater. At first thought this will ap- Lane which will now have four straight lanes) .
August, due to the minimal activity
will effect traffic on and around
pear to hamper campus traffic
The college will not be spending around the college," said Ippolito.
lanes (an addition of a constant ri ght
campus. There are approximately especially during rush hour.
into the college). In addition, Green. any money on this project as the
63 acres of land adjacent to the East
With the new corporate buildings
· However, according to Vice Presi- Lane, which will get an additional
funding will come from Cali
Campus that will see the construc- dent of Student Services, Pat Ip- lane (it will now have two left turn Associates, regardless of the method and historic village there will proting of: three corporate buildings,
bably be an increase in job opporpolito, " their engineers have told us lanes exiting the college) . North used, said Ippolito.
the Liberty Hall Mansion (a nd . that the plans being presented
Avenue coming from the East CamConstruction of the new center tunities for the students here at
historic village), and 82 townhouse
willactually improve traffic flow in
pus will now have four lanes (2
was initiated this past October. Kean , according to the vice
units.
and around the campus by adding . straight, 1 left, and 1 right), as well
"They are planning to start con- president.
Finding the most effective method extra lanes, also oo parking areas'-- - -- -- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - , - - - - - - - .
of getting traffic in and out of the
will be affected by the new connew corporate center appears to be struction :'
the problem.
Meanwhile, the college has hired
By Latonya Smiley
There are several plans that are an outside traffic engineer to survey
On November 17, Dr. William
being reviewed at this time. Cali
the situation as well . A report will
Associates who are the developers be issued in a few weeks stating the Bailey, assistant professor of physics,
for the new corporate site have their engineers
findings
and received a letter from Dr. Frank
Esposito, Vice President for
traffic engineers working with the
recommendations.
D.O.T. (Department of TransportaIppolito stated, there would not Academic Affairs, which stated, "I
tion) to come up with the best be any decision made on which have the responsibility of informing
solution.
plan of action to take until all of the you that I am recommending to the
President that you not be offered a
contra.ct for the academic year

Students Rally in Professors Defense

Room For 200
More On Campus?

specifjc site has drawbacks, ineluding loss of recreational facilities,
According to Robert Maslo, Direcsecurity lighting and open space.
tor of Housing, plans are being
The last area presents an additional
discussed to accommodate 200
problem since the school has an
more students on campus with the
agreement to preserve the wooded
most likely option to b uild another area. Another alternative would be
residence hall. The total cost would
buildi ng on property adjacent to
be approximately $6,000,000. at a
D'A ngola Gym and Town and Camrate of $30,000. per bed, said Vice • pus Inn on Green lane. Howe11er,
President of Student Services Pat IpMaslo pointed out that the isolation
polito, based on expenses acquired
of these residents from their fellow
by Ramapo College for a simila r on-campus peers would have to be
housing expansion. The money
taken into consideration. East Camwould be received through raising
pus grounds are out of the question,
on-campus students' rents, Ippolito
the Housing Director informing that
commenting that the housing fees
there will be "no construction of
have not been raised in four years.
student I ife at East Campus .
Director Maslo added to this state"Reasons for this, stated by Ippolito,
ment, "Kean has the lowest rental
are the preservations of the East
facilities in the state."
Campus athletic fields and the opiThe 200 bed plan is in its prelimnion that Hillside residents " would
inary stages of discussion and will
not be conducive to dorm life."
"hopefully" according to ·lppolito
An earlier proposal had been to
gain approval from the Board of
renovate the dorms, most likely
Trustees no later than March of
Burch Hall, removing the livingldin1988. The Residents Association
ing room areas and the kitchen in
and Student Organization have
order to add two more beds. Unvoiced their support for the bed
favorable reception from dorm
additions.
residents, Resident Assistants and
Expanding on the issue of
others polled along with sanitation
building another residence hall as
and health code problems aborted
opposed to possibly buying an adthis proposal.
ditional building, Maslo pointed out
V.P. Ippolito said it usually takes
three potential construction loca- a minimum of two years from protions on campus; (1) the tennis and
posal approval to completion of a
basketball courts near the dorm
building. Possibly by spring of 1990
area, (2) between Whiteman and
Kean College residents will have a
Dougall Halls, or (3) on the woodnew dorm, decreasing the housing
ed area behind Bartlett. Each
waiting lists.
By Sharon MacBride
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1988-89."
This recommendation was based
on Dr. Bailey's evaluation applications that, according to Dr.
Esposito's academic judgement, did
not present clear evidence of
scholarship, college and community service.
When interviewing Dr. Bailey, he
stated "the Vice President isn't
aware of what I've been doing." He
claims to spend five to six hours of
his spare time in the Freshman
Center tutoring student$. .As far as
community service, the opportunity doesn't come that often:' But yet,
he has attended Career Night at the
Boy's and Girl's Club of Union
County and spoke with a few potential students and their parents about
careers in physics and the opportunities at Kean College.
Furthermore, research facilities do
not exist on this campus. And for
that reason, Dr. Bailey is unable to
get involved with physics research.
In addition, Dr. Bailey had written a letter of appeals to President
Weiss with the opening statement,
"When I was interviewed for the
position of Assistant Professor of
Physics, I was made very aware of
the fact that my primary responsibility would be to provide the
students of Kean College with quality instruction in physics. It was also,
at that time, made clear to me that
the additional responsibilities of
research, and of service to the college and to the community,
although not unimportant, are
secondary."
The letter concludes, "I have

_

Photo by Lourdes Canzare.< .

Students· placed signs outside of President \\eiss' office in Townsend
Hall to protest a recommendation not to rehire Professor William Bailey.
spent so very much of my time concern ing myself with student retention that I seem to have neglected
my own. It is my sincerest hope that
I hillie not brought about an end of
my service to the students of Kean
College and to the taxpayers of New
Jersey."
Dr." Frank Esposito did not have
any comments on the situation. He
said that it would be "unprofessional", for discussing the issue
would be unfair and of inequality
to the other faulty members
involved .
There are many students, as weir
as faculty members, who disapprove
of this letter of recommendation
from Dr. Esposito. June Gazek,
Editor-in-Chief of the Memorabilia,
said that Dr. Bailey is very considerate and will go out of his way
to help the students get through his
class. "Dr. Bailey should not be
removed ."
Gay Lumsden, Director of
Freshman Center, stated that Dr.
Bailey.has worked in the Freshman
Center ever since 1985, when the
program began. She added that
students think he's a fantastic
physics professor, "I can't unders-

tand why a person who has committed so much to students cannot
be retained hefe:•

Dr. Sitelman stated, " J met him
several times fast week and I think
he's a really nice man who is
dedicated, very serious and very
responsible. He's just the kind of
person we should be looking for
and not considering letting go:•
Dr. Esposito explained the
chronological procedure of a
recommendation for a Tenure contract: 1. Notification to Department
ARTP Committee of initiation of
reappointment activities. 2. Department ARTP Committee forwards
recommendation to School RT
Committee and sends written
notification of this recommendation
to candidate. 3. School RT Committee forwards recommendation to
Vice President of Academic Affairs
and sends written notifciation of this
recommendation to candidate. 4.
Vice President for Academic Affairs
forwards recommendation to Presi•
dent and sends written notification
of this recommendation to candidate. 5. Appeal to the President.
6. President forwards recommendations to Board of Trustees and sends
, written notification to candidate. 7.

Bailey Backed by Board
By Rhonda Ruch

Voices were heard for approximately one hour on Monday at the
Board of Trustees meeting, giving
support to a number of teachers
who were recommended to President Weiss not to be given a contract for the 1988-1989 academic
year.
One of the most publicized
teachers not up for the contract renewal is Dr. William Bailey
of the physics department. But with
the letter of appeals written by Dr.
Bailey and the consideration of the
Board, Pres. Weiss made a nomination to reappoint D~ Bailey to the
list of tenure. A large victory to a

man who was strongly supported by
many of his students.
Before the word of Dr. Bailey's
tenure move was announced at the
meeting, several faculty members
spoke on the importance of reviewing faculty appeals and evaluations.
"Our involvement is a serious
one'; stated Charles Kelly, a professor from the political science
department. "We know the applicant the best. Please take the time
to look at one's entire record before
overturning any of your decisions".
,Dr. Ann Watkins (Mathematics/
Computer Science), Dr. Darwood
Farahi (Political Science), and Aliza
Rabinowitz (Computer Science)
were three faculty members strongly
spokE>n for by fellow members of

their departments. In general , supporti ng statements suggested to the
Board that a very carefu l analysis
must be taken when appeals are
reviewed for a final decision next
Monday.
"What's on a paper can only begin
to tell someone of contributions a
faculty member has given to a college community. You can't look at
a person as a record or a piece of
paper. T~eir qualifications as a person are just as important".
In Dr. Bailey's case, no one may
be appointed or reappointed
without the nomination of President
Weiss. As one faculty member
stated, "Thank you, President
Weiss, for having an open mind",
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What's Going On .

Freshman Center

• •

"Twas Two Weeks 'Til · Vacation

Campus Calendar
By Gay Lumsden, Director
Freshman Center
Thursday, Dec. 10
8 :00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
8 :00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.

Phi Beta Sigma
Kean Dance Theatre
Rho Sigma Chi
Lunch Time Theatre $.50

C.C. Cafe
Wilkins Theatre
A .L.
V.E .

C.E.C.
Kean Dance Theatre

8.R.
Wilkins Theatre

Kean Dance Theatre
Bob Cirasa

Wilkins Theatre
j-100

Phi Beta Sigma
Mass
Lambda Theta Alpha

A.
B.
B.

M.AJ. Testing
Nu Sigma Tau

B.R.
B.R.

Friday, December 11
8 :00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.
8 :00 p.m.

Saturday, December 12
8:00 p.m .
8 :00 a.m.-3:00 -p.m.

Sunday, December 13
8 :00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

Monday, December 14
10:00 a.m .-1:00 p.m.
8 :00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.

Tuesday, December 15 (Hanukkah)
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m .-11:00 p.m .
7:30 p.m .-9:30 p.m.
9:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m .-3:00 p.m .
1:40 p.m .-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p:m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m .
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m .
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p,m.-3:00 p.m.
1:40 p.m.-3:00 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:10 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:10 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:10 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:10 p.m.
7:40 p.m .-10:10 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:10 p.m.
7:40 p.m.-10:10 p.m.

J.S.U.
Omega Sigma Psi
Sigma Beta Tau
I.F.M.
Lambda Chi Rho
C.C. Senate
C.E.C.
English Student Assoc.
G.C.C.
I.S.A.
I.V.C.F.
Assoc. of Indian Students
S.A.M.
E.E.O.
E.E.O.
A.M.A.W-313
E.E.O.
Chinese Student Assoc.
Philosophy Dept.
A.CM .
School of Education
Phi Beta Sigma
Advisor Pre' Law Club
P.R .O.U. D.
E.E.O.
Day Care Center
Handicapped Children
E.E.O.
E.E.0.
Early Childhood Ed .
Alpha Kappa Psi
Alpha Theta Pi
Zeta Del ta Pi
Sigma Theta Chi
Nu Delta Pi
Delta Sigma Pi
Nu Theta Chi
Sigma Beta Chi
Phi Beta Delta

A .L.
A .L.
A.
8.
B.
W-207
J-139
W-300
J-138
J-203
J-134
J-135
W-411
W-200
W-100
T-116
J-145
J-143
T-212
H-12 2
J-304
J-337
J-140
W-209, 211 , 213
CSS-108
W-215
W-307 & 309
B-123
8-206
B-208A
V.E .113
T-216
C-218
D-125
B-224A
V.E .-114
J-145
W-202A

Wednesday, December 16
1:40 p.m.-3 :00 p.m .
7:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
3:00 p.m .-5:00 p.m.

J.S.U. (Party)
I.F.M.
Hotline Training
I.F.M.
C.P.C.

A .L.
A .L.
A.
B.
B.

Cooperative Education

Coop Jobs= Academic Credits
Salary, Work Experience
1. Job Order 1048-Marketing-Marketing Corp.-P/T 20 hrs., salary
open .
2. Job Order 1045-Computer Science Coop-Pharmaceutical Company. P/T-$8.13/hr.
.
3. Job Order 1043-Chemistry/Biology-Pharmaceutical Company-40
hrs., salary open.
4. Job Ofder 1042-Marketing/Telemarketing Corp., 20 hrs., $5.00/hrs.
5. Job Order 1041-Marketing/Management Science, 20 hrs.,
$5.00-$6.00.
6. Job Order 1039-Technology-Manufacturing Corp., Flexible hrs.,
$5.00-$5.50.
7. Job Order 1025-Management Science-Retail-28 hrs.-$4.00 +
8 % Commission.
8. Job Order 1021-Marketing-Management Science, English,
Journalism-20-40 hrs., $5.00 hr.
9. Job Order 1014-Business-lnsurance Corp., 20 hrs.-$7.95.
10. Job Order 1012 - Management Science-Communication
Science-37½ hrs./wk. , salary open.
Cooperative Education Program
T-209 527-2357
"Let's Talk!" Our Office Hours Are: 9-4:30 P.M. Mon. - Fri.
Interviews: 9-1:00 p.m. Mon.-Friday
No Appointments Necessary

'Twas two weeks 'till vacation,
and all through the college, Not a
student could summon a wee bit of
knowledge. Term papers were due,
and exams filled the week, And the
future looked awfully, frightfully
bleak.
Maria with mono, and John with
the flu, were trying their best to
muddle on through, When out on
the dorm roof arose such a clatter,
They abandoned their work to see

"

• • •

what was the matter.
The students could see, once it all
What did they spy atop Sozio was laid out, That their work could
Hall, but a silly old elf trying hard
be done, and in time, without
not to fall . Slipping and sliding, he doubt.
bounded right down, and into their
" Thanks!" said Maria, " I've been
window, then turned with. i!JrQYlD. ~such a jerk" and "Me, too," said
"My children," he cried, "this John. " Now lers get to work.",
place is a joke!" and, pulling a
" It's okay, smiled the elf, "now
magical wand from his cloak, He you can't fail!"
waved it o'er textbooks and papers
And giving a nod, out the winand ... WOW! They whirled into dow he sailed.
stacks for Tomorrow or NOW.
And they heard him exclaim, 'ere
A little gold star marked what was
he swooped-out of sight, "Hang in
"CRUCIAL TO DO", and a silver there, dear students, and you'll be
one hung over " It's up to you."
all right!"

Commuter Club

A Big Hit With The President
By Marc Cohen

V.P. Commuter Club
The annual rap session at President Wei ~s' house was a huge success. The President welcomed Kean
students into his home for an enjoyable fun-filled evening. We all got
to know one another and it took no

time at aH to get into a festive mood.
We sang songs with Howie
Thomas leading-our voices were
in (and out) of tune which added to
the enjoyment of the evening. We
played many games as well as
discussed relevant student issues.
President Weiss also gave us a

gracious tour of his home.
The Commuter Club and the
New Student Committee would like
to thank President Weiss for his
wonderful hospitality and all the
students who attended-You made
it a great evening. Don't miss next
year's fun-filled rap session.

Colltge Bookstore

Book Thieves Beware!
Books are stolen each semester
and the peak time of year, when
books will be bought back at half
price, is soon coming. The
Bookstore can recover 99 % of the
stolen books with your help.
Always protect your books. Don't
leave them unattended, such as on
a cafeteria table or on a Iibrary table.
Students should make use of the

lockers available to them at the
bookstore.
It is also suggested that students
mark each of their book in a
special way. For example, write your
initials on a certain page or place
a dot on the bottom of a ce rtain
page. This will immediately identify
the book as belonging to that student, should the book be stolen.

Keep in mind if your book is
stolen, immediately report it to the
bookstore as well as the campus
police. This way the store will not
buy back the book, and they will be
able to return it to you. A point to
keep in mind : SELLING STOLEN
MERCHANDISE IS A CRIME AND
CHARGES WILL BE BROUGHT
FORTH .

The Counseling Center

Dear Conriie
much for others so that you will feel
Dear Connie,
useful and perhaps more deserving
I do too much for others. I'm so
of their friendship. What is imporanxious to please others that I
tant about taking respon sibility for
volunteer to do things people could
others' happiness however, is that
you might then think you are
do for themselves. I want people to
be happy. Now I'm beginning to • responsible for their unhappiness as
think that no one does anything for
well. Another factor I see here is that
me, and I'm feeling unhappy. Can
you may not be giving others a
chance to do for you. You are in a
you give me some advice? Just giving is no longer such a great thing . . safe position in one sense, as a giver,
because you do not risk finding out
A Giver
if your friends (or family) would be
as helpful to you as you are to them.
Dear Giver,
Since you are feeling neglected, you
I sense that you maybe doing this

might take a chance and back off
just a bit-give others an opportunity to step into that role, and pay a
little more attention to yourself. Thi s
question may require a deeper look.
Let's talk - come into the Counsel ing Center.
Thanks for your letters-Keep
them coming! To contact " Dear
Connie," send your letters to the
Counseling Center in S.A. 126
(Bookstore Building) or the Independent office in C.C. 115
(Cafeteria Building) .

NJPIRG

Rising At Kean
By Bruce Chamoff
PIRG stands for the Public
Research :Jnterest Group. New Jersey
PIRG was -established in 1972 as a
direct outgrowth of the student
rights m<Nement. Issues being passed ranged from racial discrimination to the women's rights ,movement. Other issues dealt ~ith ·the ·
improvement of the residential -en-.
vironment for students. '· · ,:

Today, PIRG a1so exists to address
the changes taking place ·in society. Issues deal with consumerism
and environmentalism . Current
methods for addressing issues include researching environmental

situations and advocating the implementation for solutions. Examples of PIRG's progress have
been the Bottle Bill and banking
reform .
In order to build support for
NJPIRG, such as petition drives,
there will be a waivable fee of $5
per semester for students who express interest. The waivable funding
system will establish student activity
fees for programs worthwhile to the
college community.
New Jersey is one of twenty-four
states to include PIRG in its environmental programs. Kean College is one of twenty-four states to
include PIRG in its environmental

programs. Kean College is one of
twelve campus chapters in New
Jersey; all chapters are based at
Rutgers University. Under the direction of N,1iss Laurie Moskowitz, the
NJPIRG organizing committee at
Kean is presently setting up the
group. Publicity includes in-class
presentations with PIRG members
explaining the meaning and history_
of the organization .
··
If you are interested in obtaining
more information about NJPIRG
next semester, then feel free to attend our college hour meetings next
semester, Tuesday-1:40 p.rn. to 2:55
p.m., in Hutchinson Hall, room 140.

Scholarships For The Blind Available
Twenty-five scholarships are
available to students who are legally blind . Applicants must be pursuing or planning to pursue a full-time

post-secondary course of study.
Applications available in the
Financial Aid Office or Contact:
Miss peggy Pinder, Chairman , Na-

tional Federation of the Blind
Scholarship Committee, 814 Fourth
Avenue, Suite 200, Grinnell, Iowa
50112 . Deadline: 3/31/88 ·

Thurs., Dec. 10, 1987
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AT & T and Kappa Alpha Psi

I ISA Visits Boston I
By Graham Blackman Harris
and Ogaga Oboh

The International Students
Association (ISA) started a trend two
semesters ago to visit a historical or
educational site per year. Last fall we
visited New York City, with the Empire State Building as part of the
itinerary. Last Spring brought the
group to the nation's capital,
Washington, D.C. The White
House, National Air and Space
Museum, were some of the places
they visited . This semester took
them to Boston, Massachusetts.
0n November 14 and 15 the
group spent the time visiting
Boston, which was the appropriate
city to visit because of the
Thanksgiving Celebration . We
departed the college about 7:00
a.m. Saturday morning. The weather
was excellent. After a five-hour drive
we arrived in Boston . We went to
the Museum of Fine Arts, and then
took a tour of the " Freedom Trail "
which is a three-mile long walk to
about 16 sites and structures of
historic importance in downtown
Boston . " Walking the streets in
Boston felt safer than any other
place I have ever been in ," said one
of the members. After the tour we
walked around the city, taking in 5
more of the sites and buying
souvenirs. It's amazing how the

city has so many old and new
buildings with each old building
having a part in the history.
After the tour, the group checked
into the International Youth. Hotel.
On Sunday we took a bus tour
through Harvard University on our
way to Plymouth. The visit to
Plymouth Plantation was the
highlight of the trip. We had the
privilege to go back in time to when
the Pilgrims and the Indians were
the only settlers of this new world .
The inhabitants of the pilgrim
village _ were like the original
pilgrims- there were men, women,
.children who knew nothing about
today, only life in the 1600's. We
also visited the Wampanoag Indian
Camp where the Indians lived in
their wetus (huts). At Plymouth Rock
where the Mayflower II lays in harbour, the situation was the same.
The passengers and sailors could
only answer questions about the
1600's.
The Boston group was made up
of 39 students, including Dr.
Donald Wheeler, ISA's Advisor, and
all agreed that one and a half days
is not nearly enough time to spend
in a city like Boston . There is still
so much that was left unsaid, unasked, and unseen, but there is always
another day, another semester,
ano_ther year!

Eating
Disorders
Therapeutic

Group
Now Forming
Concentration In
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia
Contact:
(201) 574-3157 (Colonia)

Unwanted Clothing .Wanted
By Anthony Blash

The Iota Epsilon Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc. in conjunction with AT&T Credit Corporation sponsored their first annual
clothing drive to benefit the needy.
The drive has been going on since
the beginning of November and approximately three hundred pounds

of clothing have been donated so
Your unwanted clothing could be
far!
put to good use by people less
The clothing will be presented to fortunate.
the Salvation Army during the week
For information regarding donaof December 20th . Clothes are sti II
tions of clothing and/or Kappa
coming in, and any dontions from . Alpha Psi's upcoming smoker on
the Kean College community will
December 14th, in J-133 at
gladly be accepted . Remember, the
7:40-10:00 p,m. Please call
holiday season is a time of giving.
923-2917.

Support Needed for Women's Studies
field of psychology or social work,
By Donna Lee Lurker
media or communications, and
Times change, and colleges need to
keep pace with those changes . education would find a Collateral in
Many schools are now offering Women's Studies helpful in their
courses in Women's Studies that careers. Psychologists must U!1derstand the impact gender has on a
cover a wide range of subjects. Kean
woman, both biologically and
College offers a Collateral Program
in Women's Studies, but campus in- culturally. Social workers deal with
terest must be developed to prevent . battered wives, displaced homeits demise. The courses presently in- makers and other women in extremely stressful ·conditions. People
cluded in the Collateral are limited
who work in the media or comcompared to other colleges and are
munications need to be aware of the
offered sporadically.
Rutgers University offers many in- effects of gender to avoid stereotyping their messages to society.
teresting courses dealing with the
implications of gender for women's Teachers and education profeslives. Courses include , Women , sionals would also benefit from
Culture and Society; Theory of · these courses.
A Collateral is stronger than a
Women's Studies; Women and the
minor, consisting of twenty-four
Law; Sexism in Institutions; The Viccredits instead of the eighteen
torian Woman in Literature and
History; and The Twentieth-Century credits required for a minor. The
Woman in Literature and History. Collateral Program at Kean College
offers four required courses: Health
Cultural attitudes are examined in
Perspectives for Women, Women in
generalized courses, as well as in
History, Women in the Modern Age,
courses dealing specifically with
America or England . The choices and Psychology of Women. Four
are wide and varied, making it other courses are selected under adpossible to develop a major or visement to dovetail with the student's major. For example, an
minor in Women's Studies.
English major would study the
Students who plan to work in the

Iiteratu re of important women
authors.
The Collateral Program in
Women's Studies is under the direction of Sylvia Strauss in the History
Department. If enough interest is
expressed, these courses might be
offered more frequently. Awareness
of Women's Studies, presently
buried at the back of the book,
could be greatly enhanced simply
by giving the Collateral Program
more prominence in the catalog.
KPan College needs to offer more
~Jpport and visibility to the
program .
Of the four required courses, only Psychology of Women , a course
offered on a regular basis, is offered
in the Spring, 1988 semester. The
Sociology department offers ,a
course every two years entitled The
Female World . Courses of interest
to women are listed in the catalog
for t),e History, Health and Political
Science departments, but are not of. fered this spring semester. More
courses dealing with the issues of
gender in our society are needed to
meet the competition of other
colleges.

Campus Life
-The Senior Class is sponsoring a Flea Market on Saturday, Dec. 12 in Downs Hall. Over 70 vendors will
be on hand for you to bargain with.
-The Independent will be selling Santa personals today and Monday, Dec. 13 in the College Center. Send
that someone special er Christmas greeting, along with a candy cane. Cost is $1.
-Be sure to check out Sigma Beta Tau's Christmas murals in the College Center. Ni ce job, guys!!
- Congratulations to the recipients of the Student Organization M emo rial Schol arships. They are as fo ll ows :
Corine Chri stian , Kelly Krug, Loui s Lin , Kevin Doyle, Merle Walker, )ih-Fun g Yun , and James N ubile.
- The Res ident's Association is sponsoring a bus trip to Rockefeller Center on Dec. 22. Tickets are $2 per
person. Sign up soon !! Al so, 82 people donated bl ood last week. Thanks everyo ne!!
-Congratu lations to th e Squire's First Aid Squad for havin g 26 EMT's o ut of 30 members!!
-Com pi led by the News staff.

Police Blotter
By John T. Russell Ill

- Tuesday, November · 24, th ere
was 'an attempted theft of an
automobile. Nothi ng was taken,
however the steering column was
damaged.
A car's w indow was broken, and
from the automob il e the owner
claims th at three hu ndred and fifty
do ll ars wo rth of go lf cl ubs we re

automobile was stolen from th e
Vaughn-Eames parking lot. The
ca mpus police wi tnessed th e breakin nd pursued the suspect at a high
speed. W hile he was being pursued
he crashed into a telephone pole on
the corner of Elmora and Elizabeth
Avenue. Amidst the confusion of the
accident the offender exited the car
and successfully evaded the pol ice
on foot.

taken.
A car was stolen from the VaughnEames parki ng lot, th e veh icle has
not been recove red.
- Friday, November 27, a juven ile
was arrested for attempting to break
into the game room at Douga ll Hall.
This juvenile has comm ited offenses
on th e campus before. He is not a
Kea n stude nt.
- Fri d ay,
D ecembe r 4, an

Secret Santa Personals
Special Centerfold Editio~

When?-Dec. 17th Issue
Cost?-$1.00 (Includes candy cane
with message - we will deliver)
How To Submit One
Come To Our Table In
The College Center
Today and Monday
-

.
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.Editorial
A Step In The
Right Direction
The headline read "Reagan And
Gorbachev Sign Missile Treaty." What?
Oh, you didn't read yesterday's
newspaper. Don't worry, that probably
wasn't unique. Many stude_
nts seemed
to be carrying a ho-hum attitude
around with them.
This is big stuff, folks. 2,611 missiles
are to be destroyed along with their
launchers. An inspection system has
been set up so as each side can continuously monitor the other for the
next 13 years. According to the pact,
which was more than seven years in
the making, all American and Soviet
medium-and shorter-range missiles
will be destroyed within three years.
Overall, the U.S. will eliminate 859
missiles. The Soviet Union . will
eliminate 1,752 missiles. What's more
is both leaders have promised to work
towards further reductions. Beyond
that, Reagan and Gorbachev are calling each other Ron and Mikhail.

Now, get yourself a quarter, go see
if Seven-Eleven has any of yesterday's
papers left over and read up on all the
details. This may not be a new beginning but it is definitely a step in the
right direction. This Summit has
caught the attention of the world, but,
more specifically, for the two countries
involved it has given their people an
opportunity, and even instigated them,
to speak out their opinions.
This past weekend demonstrators
headed to Washington, D.C. and protested in support of Soviet Jewry. Many
Kean students participated under a
group entitled "The Soviet Jewry Action Committee" of the Jewish Community Relations Council. People protested on certain issues in Russia as
well.
A lot of good may come out of this
Summit. Important as well is that a nation's opinion has the opportunity to
voice itself and be heard. Don't just sit
back and Iisten to others. Let people
know how you feel. Write a politician
or a local newspaper. Write a letter to
the Indy. This Summit is a historic
event. Don't pass it off as just another
bit of news.
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Letters
An Open Invitation
Dear Editor,

In the year of our Lord One thousand nine hundred and eight-two,
students and faculty of Kean College
brought forth on this campus an
organization, conceived in the notion that all students wishing to appreciate and more fully understand
the rich cultures of the Emerald Isle'
should be afforded the opportunity
to do so.
Fortunately, several students in attendance at this outstanding institution of higher learning echos the

sentiments of the Founding
Members.
What are we looking for? People
who want to make our many ideas
come to life. Ideas such as:
1) Festivities
2) Traditional Irish Musi c and
Dancing
3) Irish Folklore and Literature
4) Ceili
5) Bu s trip to St. Patrick's Day
. Parade
6) Possible travels ranging anywhere from the Catskils to the

Streets of Dublin
Iri sh ancestry IS NOT a prerequisite. Membership is open to
anyone who has a keen appreciation of the Irish Heritage. If this is
the kind of organization you are-interested in then come join us for our
first meeting on December 15, at
1:40 College Hour in Hutchinson
Hall J-303.
John Fleming
Kathleen Callaghan
Larry Mullin

Inflexible Hours
Dear Editor,

As a sophomore at Kean Col lege
I am concerned about the limited
hours in the Computer Lab for
students use. The Computer Lab is
located on the third floor of the
library, it is not open long enough
for the students use. The students
are faced with inflexible hours.

Many commuters and student
athletes have problems getting to
the lab during the regular hours.
Why hasn't the Administration
considered this a problem, since a
petition was signed by Kean College
students?
Answer to Problem:
If the Computer Lab hours were

extended a few more hours during
the evening, students wou ld then be
able to complete their work.
_ Enclosing:
The Computer Lab hours must be
extended to provide a valuable tool
for Kean College students.
Thanks For listening,
KC #5

Alcohol: It's Everyone's Problem
Dear Editor,

On Thursday, October 29, and
Thursday, November 12, the Independent asked both students and
RA's alike if they thought that
alcoho l on this campus was a problem . Many said, " no" or they

One Hour
Sunday
Dear Editor,

Did you realize a football fanatic
can watch football for nine straight
hours with o nl y an hour intermission which lays between seven and
eight o'clock? On Sunday, games
start at 1 p.m . eastern standard time
and usua lly run 'till 4 p.m. and then
at 4 o'clock another game starts
which ends around 7 o'clock. At 8
o'clock, ESPN, a cable sports station
shows Sunday Night Football ,
which lasts until 11 o'clock.
The football fan can't ask for more
footbal I and entertainment to satisfy
hi s football needs. The fan, though,
has one problem, what to do between seven and eight. During this
time, the fan finally has time to go
to do some important activities.
First, go to the bathroom and then
he rushes and makes a quick snack,
order more beer, place another bet,
disconnect the phone for no interruptions, take out the trash and do
many other things to fill in that one
hour of boredom.
A one hour of chaos to others and
a one hour of important needs to
the other. A football fan does live a
one hour Sunday, devoting his day
to the pigskin, but wait, football
fans, in another twenty-four hours
there is Monday Night Football!
Mike Scelfo

War
Resisters
Dear Editor,

For four bucks, the War Resistors
College (201 N. Link Lane, Ft. Collins, Co. 80524) will confer and
send a Ph .D. degree in Global
Politics, personalized and suitable
for framing, to any of your readers
who are not now members of the
Army, Navy, Air Force or Marines
(A.N.A.M., for short).
As president of the War Resistors
College, I assume that anybody
(ma le or female) who isn't in the
A.N.A.M. has mastered the first and
final lesson in the art of stopping
war. " The only way the wars will
end," Napoleon sai d, (a nd he
should know!) "is when the soldiers
(Co ntinued on Page 5)

didn't feel it was a problem, or that
if alcohol was a problem, it was the
individual 's problem and not theirs.
Well , for the record, let me set it
strai ght-Alcohol is EVERYBODY'S
Problem!
If someone has a drink ing problem, it not only affects that particular indiv idual, but everyone
around him, too. Hi s loved onesfamily and friends-are affected as
well. No one really thinks about
this when it comes to the su bject of
alcohol. Why? Maybe the reason for
this is because many people feel
that if that person wants to drink, he
should be allowed to, after all, " it 's
hi s life." But have you ever seriously thought about the affects alcohol
ca n have on an individual? Depression, paranoia, mood swings, for example, are all resu lts of what
alcoho l can do to a person's mind ,
as well as his body.
Must friends and family members

sit by idly watching what alcohol
can do to their loved one and say
" it's his life"? Because " friends " let
other " friends" drink to excess or
drink and drive, many a life is lost
and many a family grieves over a
senseless, needless death.
Right now my family is trying to
recove r from a sui cide attempt
made by my brother simply because
he was too drunk to think for
himself and his " friends " wouldn 't
stop him.
So the next time someone offers
you a beer, put you rself in my shoes
and ask yourself if it is really worth
it. I choose to think not, what about
you?
The bottom line is this, "A lcohol
cannot only 'kill a friendship; but
can kill a family as well."
Take it from someone who's been
there-Alcohol is . EVERYONE'S
Problem.
Signed, Anonymous
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Commentary
Keen on Kea.n

by Manny Cantor

Reasons To Raise Our Pre-Holiday Spirit
Two very significant, heartening
events took place over the last two
weekends. The presidents of eight
Latin American countries met in
Acapulco for their summit conference, without the participation of
the United States. And Ronald
Reagan met with Mikhail Gorb~chev to sign an agreement on
arms reduction and to discuss other
matters.
Both events cannot be encompassed in one column . The
Washington meeting will get adequate coverage in the media. For today, only two brief comments here:
1) The elimination of short-and
medium-range mrssiles will reduce
by a mere 4% the nuclear arsenals
of the superpowers. But that should
be hai led for the hope and promise
it holds for the future. What will
follow will depend, as always, on
the degree of pressure the people
of the world bring to bear on the
leaders.
2) The impressive demonstration
in Washington should help Mr. Gorbachev understand better than he
does now the human rights problem
in his country that agitates Jews

worldwide. Thousands of American
Jews have been intensively working
for improved U.S.-Sov iet relations
and an end to the arms race. A big
majority of American Jews wish him
well in his efforts for glasnost and
perestroika in the Soviet Union . But
all insist that these must include not
only public acknowledgement and
condemnation of crimes, abuses
and policies directed against Jews
in the Stalin era . In particular they
press for a policy much more forthcom ing on immigration rights. His
"brain drai n" alibi in the Brokaw interview is lame indeed.
The eight Latin heads-of-state met
for four days. "Th is is history. For the
first time, we are meeti ng without
having been convoked by a great
power," sa id President Jose Sarney
of Brazi l, a sentiment echoed by all
the others.
The most important points to
which this summ it agreed are:
1) a sweeping overhaul of the
Organization of American States
(OAS), incl uding moving its headquarters out of Washington.
2) adjustment in repayment of the
foreign debt of some 400 billion

hold near absolute power" ... " a
dollars, a burden which renders
veteran political leader of the opeconomic recovery well-nigh
position National Party spoke bitterimpossib le.
3) re-admission of Cuba to the
ly of the situation. Honduras finds
itself in. 'We are totally isolated for
OAS and other regional groups.
The factions still dominant in the backing the contras', he said ,
'Nobody is willing to support us exReagan Administration will view
this latest development with renew- cept Reagan and he is weaker than
ed dismay. They are already scurry- ever'.
"The overwhelming American ining frantically to throw roadblocks
to thwart the Arias-Guatemala peace fluence in Honduras has not improvplan, to convince a re luctant Con- ed life significantly for most Hongress to vote more funds for the con- durans nor has it always controlled
tras. Undoubtedly they look to Hon- headstrong army officers. In the last
duras as their prime instrument. Let six year, the United States has given
us remembe r that Honduras was the . Honduras more than $1 billion of
base used by the United States in econom ic and mi litary aid. Yet the
1954 to overthrcm the democratical- country remains one of the three
ly elected government of Jacabo poorest in the hemisphere (with
Haiti and Bolivia), with rampant
A rbenz Guzman.
corruption and no sense of national
The best way to give you an acpurpose.
curate picutre of the Hond uran
"The United States deals directsituation is to quote extensively
ly w ith key army commanders,
from a special dispatch to the New
bolstering their power even while
York Times (Nov. 15) directly from
claiming that the objective of
honduras, by James LeMoyne.
American po licy is to estab lish
" Virtual ly all informed observers lasting civi Iian democracy. The
feel that the American Embassy and
United States has held continuous
perhaps 100 top army officers, military exercises here since 1983,
politicians and business executives constructed at least nine combat air
strips, built ca mps for the contras,
placed up · to 1200 American
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with Honduras and, most recently,
agreed to give $75 million in advanced F-5 jet fighters to a country
where malnutrition is the chief
cause of death among ch il dren.
"Such spending has given the
U nited States tremendous political
clout, helping keep the program of
supplying the contras alive and
making Honduras the only card
Wash ington has left to affect the
new reg iona l peace treaty. Mr. Azcona's (Honduran president-MC)
support for the contras would be of
little value were it not backed by top
army officers whose motives appear
to be less politically pu re. Several
have made hefty profits from supplying food and equipment to the con-

tras, and from bribes, according to
several diplomats, Honduran officials and po liticians" ... "Such
concerns have American diplomats
nervously putting their fingers in the
wind to see how long it may blow
in the contras' direction ."
The Inter-American Court of
Human Rights, an agency of OAS
composed of seven judges from
seven countries, is hearing evidence
about "disappearance" of at least
130 people in Honduras who were
abd ucted by the security forces between 1981 and 1984 and never
were seen again. The United Statesbacked leader in that period was
Gen. Gustavo Alvarez. Even hi s
military co ll eagues co ul dn't
stomach hi m and fo rced him to
leave the cou ntry in March, 1984.
He has si nce been in the United
States as a well-pa id consu ltant to
the Department of Defense.
United States policy for decades
in Centra l America was open
military intervention, which we did
30 times. General Smedly Butler
said, after his retirement from 33
years in the Marines: " During that
period I spent most of lny time being a high-class muscle man for Big
Business, for Wall Street and for the
bankers". Then we moved over to
covert intervention, using Cuban exiles in the Bay of Pigs, and collaberating in the murder of Salvador
Allende Gossens and the overthrow
of his democratically elected
government in Chi le in 1970.
The latest pol ls show 74 % of the
American people are against aid to
the contras. "The Roman Catholic
bishops gave clear expression to this
sentiment in their recent statement
addressed to the Reagan Admini stration: 'Let us turn our
energies and resources in the region
from supplying weapons of war to
build ing instruments of peace."
Amen. But it requires the continuous, and increasing, pressure on
Congressmen and Senators by the
voters, to bring about that result.

L_e_U_e_~--(C-ont-inu-e~- - -,

I_ _ _
0

re~~:r: ~:ITh~;,those on your campus and in your community who
will not want this letter printed . "It's
illegal ," they 'll say. (It's not. ) " He's
on ly out to make a buck;' (Four
bucks.) " It's immoral." (What?)
Hundreds of millions of public
dollars are being spent every year
on commercials which try to convince your readers that A.N.A.M. is
"A great place to start," and that it
will let them be "a ll that you can
be." This letter in you r columns will
be for many the only time they ever
hear an opposing view. Let me say
it clearly. A.N.A.M . is no longer a
viable or moral career start for an
educated , globally aware person . If
you, or your brother, boyfriend ,
sister or professor, are not in
A.N.A.M., you deserve a Ph .D.
degree. Never joining or belonging
to an army is the final and ultimate
"war resistance."
I would , and do, say the same
thing to Russian, and Iranian and

I raquian students. And Salvadorean
and Canadian and Mexican students: stay out of the Army, Navy,
Air Force, Marines, et. al.) This is ihe
first, and only " method " of the War
Resistors College. We' re a simple
bunch . We stay out of the armies.
That's the single lesson we teach ,
though its faces are legion . We give
out Ph .D. degrees for learning, and
abiding by thi s lesson.
A final note: if 20 or more of your
students se nd for their Ph .D.
degrees, you will , individ ually and
as a campus, be nominated and in
the· running for our Nobel Peace
Prize. I assume that if you bring
peace to the world, you deserve a
higher degree, and such a prize. I
look forward to conferring this
honor on your brightest, most insightful and aware student thinkers.
In Peace and Prosperity,
Jack Gebhardt
War Resistors College
201 N . Link Lane
Ft. Collins, Co. 80524

Please submit all Letters To The
Editor in CC 115. All submissions must be typed , double-spaced and accompanied by a name and phone #. Name
will be withheld upon request.
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Speak Out!

Nilesh Patel
I drink a lot of coffee.

Francesco Diaz
I go out once in·a w hi le to dance
in New York City. W hen I'm under
a lot of pressure I don't work too
well, so I go out-and meet new people. Then I feel calm enough to go
back to work.

By Margaret Walsh
and John Sa lern o

Micah Queen
I like to take my stress out on the
basketbal l court. I take my frustrations out agai nst the backboard.

Sandra Olive
I just take a break and party. I go
out to a dance club and dance for
a couple of hours and I'm alright.

How do you cope with stress
towards the end of the semester?

Mary Owens
I just worl<. I work better under
pressure. I leave everything to the
last m inute.

Dierdre Mortensen
I sleep, I dance and I don't eat fo r
days.

Chris Eddelton
I just study. I try to take it, I don't
have all that much.

Mike Delicat
I listen to music. I like to fo rget
the work for a little whi le.

Ron Yacovetti
It doesn't bother me too much.
It's just something you've g9t to do.

Rob lmbriaco
I get away from it by foc usi ng my
attention on something else. I can't
get away from things for too long,
though.

Cultural Corner

Africana Studies Opened

•

By Dr. Barbara Wheeler-Hall
The official opening of African
Studies was held on Wednesday
and Thursday, November 18th and
19th. This twcxlay educationally illuminating and gala event was one
of the most impressive seen on the
campus of Kean College to date!
The first day began at 10:50 a.m.
with a lecture in Downs HalLby Dr.
Molefi Asante, professor at Temple
University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and author of ''l\frocentrici ty" and " The Afrocentric Idea." The
topic of this informative and educational lecture was "Kean College
and the Afrocentric Idea." Dr.
Asante gave the audience many examples of ways to apply
Afrocentricity-which means looking at the world from an African
perspective. He rem inded us that
the Eurocentric viewpoint is al l too
often taken as the only viewpoint on
the world .
At 12:05 p.m. a facu lty development workshop was held in Downs
Hall Dining Room Ill. There was
much more to be digested than
lunch when Dr. Ivan Van Sertima
addressed the assemblage. The
theme of his lecture was "The
African Presence in Early America."
He began by saying that he had
recently testified at a Congressional
hearing and informed Congress that
Christopher Columbus did ~not
discover America and that African s
had come to America long before
Columbus's voyages. Dr. Ivan Van
Sertima, an anthropologist, Rutgers
University, New Brunswick came
armed with many facts which the
Eurocentric perspective had glossed over or refused to see.
Both Ors. Asante and Van Sertima
are prolific writers who have often
found it" necessary to publish their
own texts. A book party followed
the workshop. Both Dr. Asante and

-----------

Dr. Van Sertima autographed purc hased copies of their books. Dr.
Asante thanked Dr. Wheeler-Hal I
for providing him an opportunity to
talk about the publishing problems
su rrounding books by or abou t
African people.
Following the book party was a
panel discussion: ''l\frica n Studies
in the 1980's." Dr. Judy Miller,
Director of Africana Studies at Seton
Hall University and Dr. Alan Colon,
Assistant to the President at Hampton University, Hampton, Virginia
were the guest speakers. They were
introduced by Dr. Charshee McInFrom left: Dr. Molefi Asante, Dr. Barbara-Wheelertyre of SUNY, Old Westbury. The
Hall and Dr. Ivan Van Sertima.
panelists congratulated Kean ColCourtesy of Africana Studies Center
lege on its foresight to introduce
''l\fricana Stud ies in the 1980's" and
presented programmatic and strucFrom left: President \\eiss, Dr. Barbara Wheeler-Hall
tu ra I
guidelines · for
its
and Dr. Philip White.
establish ment.
This eventful day culminated with pointed out that the omission of
new ly adopted use of the term
a reception in Downs Ha ll. This was Africa makes "world history" (as
"Africana" as opposed to Black
a time for the lecturers and those at- traditional ly taught) 'a lie: He went
Studies and repeated that the use of
tending the openi ng to m ingle and on to state that the significance of
the term ''l\fricana" relates people
converse whi le enjoyi ng the Afri- Africa in the curriculum demonof African descent in America to a
cana art exhibit on display. There . strates that we've all been
land mass, a continent, not merely
was also Africana music, and mis-educated .
a color.
dancers dressed in trad itional
The dearth of student attendance
After this enlightening speech, a
Nigerian garments. This was a very
at the student development
workshop from 3:00 to 5:00 p.m.
colorful and festive occasion and al I faculty development workshop was
who attended said they thoroughly held in the Freshman Center connecessitated a change in focus. Dr.
ference room. As with all the other
enjoyed themselves.
Leonard Jeffries, Jr., Chairman of
Thursday, November 19th: These- events of the two days thi s inforBlack Studies at CCNY dramaticalcond day began in the Little Theater mative session was very well attendly demonstrated the responsibilities
with a lecture by Dr. John Henrik ed. There was standing room only.
to and for each other among
Clark Professor Emeritus at Hunter While lunch was being served, Dr.
students, faculty and staff, and Dr.
College, City University of New Ron Walters a professor at Howard
Alan Colon noted the need to deal
with the divisive agendas which can
York. Dr. Clark's speech, " The Im- University, Washin gton, D.C. spoke
of America's instructive world role
surface among
blacks
on
pact of Africa on World History "
was delivered to a capacity au- vis-a-vis race relation s. Dr. Walters
predominantly white ca mpuses.
dience composed of the combined presented data on the university of
The reception on Thursday evenclasses of several Kean College racism and the connections among
ing was the climax of this specfaculty and scores of off-campus
African peoples throughout the
tacular two-day event. The guest of
visitors, several of whom stated
world .
honor was Dr. Philip White, Vice
they'd taken time off from work
Dr. John Henrik Clarke also spoke
Chancellor, New jersey Department
at the faculty development
of Higher Education. Dr. Nathan
when they learned John H. Clarke
was spe_
a king at Kean . Dr. Clarke
workshop. He focused upon the
Weiss, President of Kean College ad-

dressed the gathering as did M rs.
Patricia Weston-Rivera of Kean College Board of Trustees and Mr. jerry
Harris, City Administrator of
Plainfield.
Africana classical music was provided by Quasim and the New Life
Ensemble and enhanced the overall
festive atmosphere of the evening.
The highlight of the evening was a
ritual ceremony performed by Dr.
Len Jeffries and Dr. Charles Boateng,
a political science professor at Kean
College. The object of the ritual was
to install Dr. Wheeler-Hall as
Director of Africana Studies and this
proved to be both educationally and
spiritually rewarding.
There could have been no better
way to end this educationat; ·exciting and thought-provoking twoday experience. With such an
auspicious beginning, we can expect only more of the same from Dr.
Barbara Wheeler-Hall and Africana
Studies.
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Independent Interview

Mark Goodman Speaks
By Sharon MacBride
INDY: Do you think there is a
This past Monday Student possibility that the members of the
Organization President Mark Good- funded groups will receive scholarman spoke with the lndependent's ships this year?
PRES.: The scholarships will
Managing Editor Sharon MacBride
definitely be in effect for next
in the newspaper's College Center
semester. I'm not sure ori the issue
offices, covering issues stemming
of
reimbursement for this semester,
from his earliest campaign proif there will be any at all .
mises to recent controversies and
INDY: A few other goals you set
issues concerning the student
for yourself in your candidate intergovernment. The following is the
view last year were to reinstate the
half-hour long conversation:
carnival · at Kean and to construct
INDY: Mark, since beginning
Roger's beach , a recreational area
your reign officially as of May 6,
1987, what have you personally con- behind Roger's complete with sand,
volleyball nets and a horseshoe pit.
tributed to Student Org.?
As of October of this year, you
PRES.: First of all, I think one of
my main accomplishments -is the described the project as being in a
ability for Student Org. to get back state of limbo; what is being done?
PRES.: I met with Mr. Maslo
to official policies and p·rocedures,
especially concerning the i m- (Housing Director) and V.P. Kimplementation of the task force mett and we went over the details
recommendations as compared to of the project. The· beach is not too
last year. There is also a better work- feasible.
INDY: Why is that?
ing relationship with the funded
PRES.: The head residents, R.A.'s
groups this year as compared to last
year. One of the main things we're (res ident assistants) and housing of(Student Org.) looking forward to fice feel it would create too much
getting is the referendum passed of a party atmosphere and there is
for a new student center. It's been in already complaints of too much
S.O. for the past five or six years, and noise from residents surrounding
this year we're looking forward to the campus.
INDY: But, as you say, there
getting it passed . We feel this year
with our public relation s depart- . already is too much noise on camment and the students in the fund- pus especially with the parties on
ed groups, we have the ability to get Thursday nights. How much more
cou ld this addition create?
this referendum passed.
PRES.: The fact is that the beach
INDY: Do you have any projections as to when this referendum would create more noise and has
will be passed concerning the new been ruled out. But what I have gotten from Mr. Maslo are two
student center?
PRES.: We're looking to run the volleyball nets, two horseshoe pits,
referendum next semester, the and picnic tables.
INDY: Is that a definite?
spring of '88 and if it does pass, and
PRES.: That's a definite and they
we expect it to pass, the fee will be
in the fall of 'BB. Most likely, the will be put in once the warm
weather breaks next semester.
building will take place in the
INDY: Now on your other camspring of '89. We hope to add the
three story division on first, not paign issue concerning the carnival,
disrupting any of the offices in the does it look possible that Kean Colcenter and once that is completed, lege will have a carnival this year?
PRES.: Not a carnival per se, but
move all the offices in the college
some
sort of like a festival or fair. I
center and work on the old portion
of the buflding. A separate student talked to President Weiss, V.P. Kimcenter feel will hopefully be pass- mett and V.P. Ippolito on this mated in the referendum amounting to ·ter and I came up with the idea of
$2.00 in 1988, $3.00 in 1989 and a more family orientated festival on
a Saturday afternoon; there would
then stab ili zing at $4.00 in 1990.
INDY: Getting away from the be live bands from around the area,
issue of the student center, I would all types of food, maybe one big
like to comment on your campaign ride, a lot of kiddie rides; it would
promises from last year, one being be catered to a more family type
the imp lementation of the task atmosphere.
INDY;_ Is this a definite plan for
force. What have you done so far to
see that the task force goals be met this year?
PRES.: No, it's not a definite. It's
and what has been accomplished?
PRES.: We've held meetings with still in its early stages, but it looks
Janice Murray and V.P. Ippolito and pretty positive.
INDY: October of this year was an
various members of the funded
groups to make the task force im- eventful month for S.O. and during
plementations more clarified, so this month the Concerned Students
that the groups have a better Action Committee held a rally outunderstanding of what took place side in front of Town send's adlast year. Some task force ac- ministrative offices. Rally leader and
com plishments which have Black Student Union member Danmaterialized so far are (1) the addi- iel Brown and 8.S.U. president Jeftions of a representative from each frey Carroll accused Student
funded group on finance board, (2) Organization of poor communicathe new Cultural Editor position on tion with the 8.S.U. There was a prothe Independent Editorial Board, blem with the B.S.U.'s budget being
and (3) the $4200 left open for other released at the beginning of the year
ethnic groups not being funded to as well as a discrepancy over the attendance of certain B.S.U. members
use.
INDY: Once again, I would like at an executive board meeting.
to go back to April of 1987 and your What has been done by Student
ca ndidate interview with the In- Org. to improve relations with the
dependent, focusing in on your opi- B.S.U .?
PRES.: Jeffrey Carroll and I have
nion concerning funded group
scholarships. To quote you : " I (Mark basically set up an agenda w here if
Goodman) disagree with the there are any problems on a finanschola rships with the funded cia l level, they will be dealt with
groups. I believe the Independent, between our treasurer and their
C.C.B. (College Center Board) and treasurer. And where there are other
besides
financial
those groups should receive more." problems
discrepancies,
they
will
be dealt
You are now chairman for the Funded Group Scholarship Committee. with on a presidential basis betAs chairman, what are you doing to ween Jeffrey and myself, such as
see that the funded groups do to comm unication problems and who
can attend what meetings.
receive these scholarships?
INDY: Presently, are you and JefPRES.: My gut feeling is that each
chairman of the funded groups frey meeting on a weekly basis?
PRES.: No, we meet only if
deserves a scholarship, but the campus service/media groups deserve something comes up.
INDY: Concerning your personal
much larger scholarships.

feelings towards the B.S.U., do you
feel tensions between the two
groups have eased up?
PRES.: There's still some tension
between certain groups on this campus, but compared to last year we've
come a long way. It can't happen
over night, but we're making a concentrated effort to work toward better relations.
INDY: You mentioned at the top
of this B.S.U. discussion that concerning financial matters, your
treasurer wou Id meet with their
treasurer, which brings me to my
next question . Who is the treasurer
of Student Organization?
·
PRES.: Danny Rodgers. He officially filled the position as of last
Friday.
INDY: During November of this
year, Tom Moritz, the previous
treasurer of S.O. , wrote a letter to the
campus government. In the first
sentence ,of the letter he acknowledges that he resigned, but in his
final sentence he voiced that he did
not wish to resign. My questiondid Tom Mortiz resign or was he
kicked out of Student Organization?
PRES.: In a legal sense-and I
have a letter from our attorney-to
Jeeva (V.P. of S.O.) and Stephanie
(S.O.'s bookkeeper) ·that can be taken
by executive board members as a
legal r'esignation. Now to back that
up, in that letter when he wrote that
he had resigned, he acknowledged
that he had resigned that day. It is
my gut feeling that Tom did not
want to resign, but the way he went
about it and the way it came out,
executive board took it that he did
wish to resign . It is pretty unclear.
INDY: Now, it appears that there
are some tensions in S.O. concerning the behavior of Tom Moritz. In
an executive board meeting that certain B.S.U. members wished to attend, he referred to them as "common people".
Also, Mr.
Moritz suspended the B.S.U.'s
budget for distributing fliers without
the S.O. name on them, while the
Chinese Students Association had
done the sa me thing and had not
been penalized. These actions and
apparent tension with the B.S.U.was this any reason why he had left?
PRES.: Those problems are some
of the rea sons why executive board
moved to accept a resignation from
Tom. The executive board felt it was
unfair that he had suspended one
groups funds for one thing and not
the other group's as well. Tom also
apologized and admitted that he
was wrong. What was the other part
of the question?
INDY: About the B.S.U. budget
problem in the beginning of the
year, when several B.S.U. members
attempted to attend a closed executive board meeting concerning
the issue, Mr. Moritz made_a comment referring to these individuals
as "common people".
PRES.: A.group of about 30 people had come in to that meeting. If
you plan to meet with the executive
board, it's in our constitution that
only the presdient of the organization is permitted to attend the
meeting and engage in debate concerning the subject that they want
to deal with. I told the group that
it was not feasible to run a meeting
with this many people but I made
an exception beyond the constitution and allowed all"the B.S.U.'s executive board members to come in
and their advisors. And, yes, the
comment came out that we can't
have common ordinary run of the
mill people around here, but it
wasn't meant as an outlash towards
anyone. I consider myself a common, everyday run-of-the-mill person. I'm not different from anyone
else. That comment wouldn't be
putting me down, it would be calling me what I am. It may have been
taken in context in the wrong way
(Moritz's comment).

Student Organization President Mark Goodman.
INDY: Recently, B.S.U. President
Jeff Carroll complained that the
Association of Indian Students
received funding illegally from S.O.,
claiming that the group's original
proposal was not presented first at
the ethnic group meeting. Did Student Org. take illegal action?
PRES.: I totally disagree with Mr.
Carroll's accusation. That $4200.00
is in the auspices of Student Org.'s
budget which was left there for any
ethnic group which has not received funding. The Indian students
brought their proposal to finance
board, which has the power to act
on such decisions. It was passed at
finance board and the money was
given to the Association of Indian
students. I don't agree with Mr. Carroll's posi tion that the money
should be decided on by the ethni c
groups. Finance board is already
et hnicall y so und . There is a
member from each of the ethnic
communities on finance board .
Each of these people voted in favor
of the Indian students' budget.
INDY: Last year S.O. President
Dave McCarthy initiated a program
known as the Direct Action
Organization Committee (D.A.O.C.)

Photo by Christine Krug

with its purpose to set up funds
where they would be needed on
campus. What have you done so far
to carry out the D.A.O.C.?
PRES.: Student Org. has been
working with the housing office and
Mr. Kimmett's office to accomplish
work that needs to be done around
campus as part of the D.A.O.C.
plans. The quad and areas in back
of 30 minutes will be repaved; this
spring there will be some landscaping taking place in the quad.
INDY: In closing this interview,
what personally do you see Mark
Goodman, Student Organization
President, achieving for Kean College by the time it comes for you to
hand over your position at the end
of the spring semester?
PRES.: I would like to see the
referendum for the new student
center to be passed. I would like to
see a cam pus festival at Kean College this -year. But most of all , I
would like to see clear communication between all the funded groups
and Student Organization . I'll do
everything in my power to achieve
that goal. It's a genuine goal of
mine; we're ·all students and we' re
all in it together.

Cultural Corner

Food and Fun
At Caribean Festival
At 6 p.m. there was an art exhibiBy Cerri Whittaker
Saturday, the 5th of December, tion and intermingling of the groups
marked the Latin Organization's first and the guests. Thi s was proceedCaribbean Festival. The day long ex- ed by the highlight of the evening,.
travaganza began at approximately the dance, which was held in the
12 noon in the College Center. It College Center Cafeteria. The aucommenced with a wide assort- dience was enthralled by the profesment of tempti.ng ethnic foods sional and talented-the Rafael de
which was accompanied by the Jesus Orchestra and also the Prinever-welcoming music of the cipes band whose music were inislands. The warm atmosphere was . deed excellent. The organizers efwelcomed and enjoyed by the forts were well appreciated by the
supporters the day long ~vent.
guests.

Cultural Editor's Note·
There was an error in the Fashion
Show article and Africana Studies
article in the Dec. 3rd issue. ·
Paul Brown addressed students at
the Africana Studies Opening, and

not Mr. Henrik-Clarke as we
reported .
The Fashion Show we reported
about took up the Alumni Lounge
and other rooms in Downs Hall.
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The Alarm Sounds Off

Peters and company. A view from
By Eric L. Greenberg
Hot on the heels of their new
album " Eye Of The Hurricane''. The
Alarm stormed into Kean's Wilkin's
Theatre for an outstanding performance to a nearly packed house of
enthusiastic fans.
Alarm fans came from up and
down the coast to see the group
from Wales perform. The band
played for close to two hours in .a
show which kept the audience on
their feet throughout the evening.
Lead vocalist (and gu itar player)
Mike Peters combined his vocal
power with a melodic essence
creating a sound, showing (at times)
hints of U2 's Bono, which is sure to
be a rock and roll powerhouse in
the years to come.
While riding on a crest of Alarm
standards, like " Strength", "68
Guns" and "Spirit of '76''. Peters
and crew blasted their way through
a suprisingly long songlist. New
material was there as well, as the
Welshmen played an inspiring version of their new hit "Rain in the
Summertime." The show was highlighted /;>y other songs, such as

the cheap seats. Photo by Chip Pawell
"One Step Closer to Home' '. "Absolute Reality" and Marching On."
The Alarm's new " Hurricane" LP
hj3s recieved a considerable amount
of airplay since its release on October 19. However, it has been a
long road for this group. The band
members (Peters, Dave Sharpguitar, Eddie Mac Donald-bass,
vocals, Nigel Twist-dru ms) . The
Alarm first assumed that name back
in 1977. It wasn't until 1982 that the
foursome signed with I.R.S. records
and finally started the move towards
the big time. By 1983 they had
released an EP entitled simply "The
Alarm". 1984 brought with it the
release of their first full length LP
" Declaration". "Strength" (1985)
notched a spot on American radio,
especially on alternative stations
such as WLIR.
" Eye of the Hurricane" was produced by John Porter, who's name
has been synonymous in the past
with The Smiths, Eric Clapton and
Steve Winwood. It was a long time
in comin g (two years si nce the
release of "strength") but this new
release stands the best chance so far

Masterful Mellencamp
Mesmerizes Meadowlands
percussion instruments, and particularly, their dancing including a
and Sue Lazaroff
On Monday, November 30th, special segment with Mellencamp
during "Crumblin' Down ."
John Cougar Mellencamp played
Mellencamp carefully chose thr~
the
Byrne
Arena
at
the
Meadowlands. The performance by cover songs to perform. First, was
" Chain Gang" by Sam Cook. This
Mellencamp and his band was
song reflects the folk music which
shockingly superb. The meaningful
has recently influenced Mellensongs, non-typical instruments, and
emotion filled personalities com- camp. Second, the band broke into
bined for a unique evening of a house raising rendition of
"Gloria" in the middle of "Play
entertainment.
The lyrics on his latest album, Guitar" showing the reason behind
"The
Lonesome
Jubilee", this choice. The third cover song
demonstrate how Mellencamp's at- was played during the encore in
titude has evolved from earlier in his place of the band's customary sixcareer. The man who titled an ties medley. Mellencamp explained
earlier album "Nothing Matters that the band was having difficulty
And What If It Did " (1979) is now in choosing classic songs from their
expressing concern for the common past to play in a medley. He and the
man and all his problems in songs band are concerned about how
many of the classic songs that meant :.
like " Paper in Fire", " The Real Life",
and "Hard Times for an Honest so much to them when they were
Man". The emotions and opinions young, are being exploited through
of these songs were brought to I ife yse in commerciels. Mellencamp
said that he did not believe John
in hi s performance.
However, Mellencamp does not Lennon had tennis shoes in mind
take full credit for the concert. He when he wrote " Revolution". He
has a band which follows his direc- also expressed aversion to the
tion closely to bring creative music • popular raisi n commercials which
and excitement to the audience. capitalize on "an important song"
The primary feature highlighting the from his youth . For these reasons,
band was the way they played the medley_was replaced by Bob
together as a band. Because the Dylan's "Rolling Stone." Mellenmembers of the band were not com- camp described Dylan as "one of
peting with each other for the the greatest lyricists of our time"
spotlight, each individual's per- whom has not been given due
tribute to his work.
sonality was allowed to shine.
John Cougar Mellencamp and his
Mostly adding to the uniqueness
of the event were Lisa Germano on phenomenal band also performed
the fiddle and John C:ascella on the such popular and notable originals
accordion. These two instruments, as "Everyone Needs a Hand to Hold
which are not typically found at a On To' '. "Jack & Diane''. "Pink
rock concert, were blended wel I Hou ses", " Rumble Seat" and, of
with the more sta ndard guitars and course, the majority of the latest
drums. Also deserving special men- album. Unfortunately though, there
tion are Crystal Taliefero and Pat was not sufficient time to satisfy all
Peterson for their vocals, playing of the requests of the audience.

By Leslie Lazaroff

Dave Sharp displays charismatic style.

Photo by Chip Pawell

for The Alarm to really crack the big
time. " Rain in the Summertime" has
bonafide hit potential and the rest
of the LP is sure to follow.
And, by the way, if you are looking for more_information you ca n
contact the folks in charge of an
Alarm fan magazine entitled " Majority". Write in care of Glen-at 88
McKay Street or Katy at 54 Ober
Street, both in Beverly, Ma. 01915.
One final note, for those who
don't appreciate the efforts of the
C.C.B. just ask anyone who has
worked on an event with them ·and
you will find out how wrong you
are. These people worked all day
and night on an event matching
high professional standards. It's a
shame this college isn't involved
enough to sell out this event. Expect
another big name act next semester
and, this time, go see it. You've got
no reason not to, thanks, C.C.B.!
Mike Peters sounds the call.

Photo by Eric L. Greenberg
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Place
Acts
Anthrax, Celtic Frost, & Beacon Thea., NYC
Exodus .
Stone Pony, N.J.
12/11
John Cafferty & The
12/11
Rush, Tommy Shaw
M.S.G., NYC
Capitol Thea., N.J.
12/12
Reo Speedwagon
L'Amour, Brooklyn
12/12
TT Quick, Gypsy
Anthrax, Celtic Frost, & Capitol Thea., N.J.
12/13
Exodus
Meadowlands, N.J.
12/18,19 Yes
Savatage, Cities
Mingles, N.J.
12/19
Kiss, Ted Nuggent
Meadowlands, N.J.
12/20
12/31
Dio, Megadeth
Nassau Coll., N.Y.
San Kinison & The
Felt Forum/M.S.G.,
12/31
Comedy Store Outlaws N.Y.C.-10 P.M.
Sting
M.S.G., N.Y.C.
2/3
Sting
Nassau Coll., N.Y.
2/7
Key: M.S.G. = Madison Square Garden

Date(s)
12/11

On-Sale
Now
Now
Now*
Now
Now
Now
Now*
Now
Now*
Now
Now
Now*
Now*

* = Possible Sold-Out Event
There is never a dull moment when it comes to concerts around
here. The latest being the postponement of the RUSH concert,
because of Frank Sinatra's sheet music not being here for his concert
on Friday. So now Rush ended up playing on the seventh instead of
the sixth, but they were very gracious about making the change.
On the 30th on Novembertherewasa nice musical treat in the form
of the John Cougar Mel Iencamp concert. This is one musician who
gives his audience their monies worth . John played nearly two and
a half hours and finished up with his rendition of the Bob Dylan hit,
" Like a roll in' stone". He doesn't use all kinds of lights or stage effects, just the band and him producing good ol' rock-n-roll.

''A Saint'' In .N.Y.C.
By Maria Kuhn
On Wednesday, Dec. 2, " The
Saint" on 2nd Avenue between 6th
and 7th Streets in N.Y.C. featured a
promotional party for the movie
" Dirty Dancing."
On Saturday nights "The Saint"
is hardly holy; it's the hang out for
of-age men looking for a good time.
During the week, people over 21
can join in on the fun and on Sundays the 18 and over crowd can
come to indul ge in the 3 floors.
On the first floor these are 3 bars.
The large circular one in the middle had video screens everywhere
showing scenes from the movie

constantly. The 3 bars are fully
stocked with drinks at prices where
suppl ies won 't diminish quickly.
During the night on the 1st floor, the ·
star of " Dirty Dancing" appeared
and she was interviewed by MTV
who covered all the events that
evening. The coverage will be aired
on MTV around New Year's. This was
fairly easy to figure out due to the
fact that they had the audience yell
HAPPY NEW YEARS . .. in the
begninning of December?
On the second floor there is a
dance floor covered by a dome ceiling with lights flashing and floating.
There was sixties music from the
movie blasting everywhere. In the

middle of the evening some of the
dancers of the movie put on a performance and grabbed people from the
audience to participate. Afterwards,
everyone danced.
On the 3rd floor were seats that
look over the dome ceiling and
view the dance floor and one can
see the people going crazy dancing
around.
The night was truly an experience
for those who don't mind spend in g
a littl e over their budget; and having to deal with many people having a good time. It's a great place
to drink, dance, see people, and be
merry.

The New & Improved Ft. Uluderdale For '88
The city of Fort Lauderdale, the
"original " Spring Break destination,
is welcoming thousands of college
students with open arms. Spring
Break 1988 will be the greatest
break ever.
Gone is the vehicle separator,
dubbed " The Wall ". This extended
sidewalk became a negative symbol
of the city, thus the government
voted to eliminate it completely.
Hoteliers are offering new hotel
rates and tour operators from across

the country are flocking to this affordable destination. Major airlines
are promising low airfares to Ft.
Lauderdale for college students.
The entertainment industry is
geared for a successful season, with
niteclubs promising the craziest
promotions and contests ever! AND,
college students 18 years and older
are welcome in all of the major nite
clubs.
National sponsors including
Miller, Budwei ser, Coke, Pepsi and

Sony are interested in running
special events along the beautiful
beaches of Ft. Lauderdale during
this hi storical college invasion.
So ... Get set ... bring your Jams
,and bikini, your lotion and zinc oxide, and belly flop on down to the ·
#1 party destination in the U.S.A.FORT LAUDERDALE!!!
For additional Spring Break information ca ll: (305) 527-0459.

So, You Think You
Know Everything

Call your mummy.

About Kean?
Test
your
Cougar
knowledge by taking the
following quiz comprised by
the IN DY staff:
1) Who is the founder of
Kean College and where can
his picture be found hanging
up on campus~
2) What was on- the Kean

campus grounds before the
college was built?

You remember. She \Vas
always there when you \Vere
frightened . And if you got hurt ,
she \Vas standing by with ban dages. Wouldn't it feel goou
to talk to your mother again
right now~
Calli nob over AT&T L0110l""
Distance Service probably
costs less than ,·ou think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is alwavs standing
by to talk to yc1u .)ust call '
1 800 222-0300.

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

~,
,,::.;

;;~...

..
~

'.1-bbolt and Costello Meel

'I/he Mum1rt)•
'~ 19 55 Un.versa! Cny
$tud,o5. Inc. Licensed by
;:Merchand1stng Corp
Qf Arre,rica , Inc
; . 198' AT&T

AT&T

The right choice.

3) How many bridges span
over the "m ighty" Kean river?
4) What are the names of
the brooks which bisect the
campus?
5) What is the name of the
' statue near the entrance to
Downs Hall?
6) How many pyramids are
in front of the Wilkin's TPA
circle? What is the name of
this work of art?

7) What's the name of that
large ivy-covered building
and what's inside it?
8) Where is there a monument to John F. Kennedy on
campus?
9) Why does J stand for
Hutchinson on the Kean
map?
10) Where is President
Weiss' office on campus? In
what town does he hold his
open house? a) Mountainside, b) Cranford, or c)
Elizabeth.
11) Wh_ere can you buy a tie
with the Kean insignia on it?
12) What was the most recent name of the college
before being presently known
as Kean College?
13) What was the Independent previously known as?
14) How much does the Independent cost?
For answers turn to page 10.
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Theatre Fantastique Mesmorized All
By Maria Kuhn
On Thursday, December 3, former, Solvi Kern, born in West
Theatre Fantastique performed at Germany, also studied with Marcel
Wilkins Theatre. The theatre makes Marceau and at the Theater Institute
annual tours of France and Ger- in Barcelona. Patrick Sabonrin,
many and appears in theatres across another performer, born in
Western Europe. This season it Bonlogne-Sur-Mer studied acting
brings its dreamworld for debut and mime at the Conservatoire
performances in the United States. Carrie Sylvia Monfort as well as
Kean was one of those places.
touring with "Theatre Fantastique"
Richard Zachary, the founder, and since 1983. He has appeared as an
one of the performers of the com- actor and stuntman on French T.V.
pany has had a remarkable past of and in "Les Miserables."
studying in New York and in Paris
The performance includes many
with great masters like Eltinne aspects. Not on ly was there acting
Decroux, Jacques Leroq and Marcel and mime, but there were danceMarceau. He is a master mime and like moves from a blue flourescent
m6vement teacher and is on the body to caterpilla r like forms and
faculty of the Institute Pedagogique then to playful, dancing lights, all
d ' Art Choreographique in Paris. He done by three performers.
has had special appearances with
The concepts for each of the
the Barlin Opera. Another per- movements were well thought

through and left the audience asking, " Wow, how 'd they do that?"
Each of the eleven movements were
imaginatively done. The music
chosen played a big part. In order
to understand the short messages or
stories of each movement and the
humorous parts of the movements,
the music accompaniment was neeessary. Without it, half would be
gone.
In between some of the move-

.

" from its quiet beginning full of
thrilling expectations to the end
when the boy Dylan creeps up to
bed to replete with the joy and
music of a perfect Chri stmas." Free
tickets are available at Wilkins
Theatre Box Offic-: on a first come
first serve basis.

~ .n

performance.
The Theatre Fantastique was a
change from anything I've ever seen
since it was a mixture of many concepts of acting, mime, dance and
li ght displays. The imagination of
the performers must be overflowing.
They create all the creatures and
characters and manage to use them
to keep the process of the show
continual ly evolving.
The Theatre Fantastiq.ue is
definitely something fantastic to see.

Free Dance Perfo~ance by Kean Students .

'!4 Child's
Christmas in .Wales''
The very essence of Christmas has
been universalized for you, free of
charge at Wilkins Theatre, on
December 16th at 8 p.m. Dylan
Thomas will be presenting A Child's
Christmas In Wales, a musical for
the who le family to enjoy. The
Barksdale Theatre of Virginia, Randy Strawderman directing, will portray the splendor of Christmas day,

ments, were humorous skits by a
man with a dopey face mask
thumbling with a tape recorder. He
ends up ripping the tape out and
making bundles out of it until, in
another skit, the tape pile comes
alive. At the end of the performance,
the two other performers join this
one, and they' re all wearing the
dopey costumes which are exactly
alike. They do a humorous mime
skit with dummys all looking like
them. Then it's the end of the

Kean Dance Theatre would like to
will bring together Kean College
alumnus with an original music score
extend an invitation to the college
community to join them for a night Of Jay Paloni s, and ''.AFRICAN SANCof entertainment. Their fa ll concerts
TUS" a work in progress, with music
will be presented on three con- Of David Fashaweeand)ohn Hussell .
secutive nights, Decmeber 10, 11, and
Mr. Chaison has joined his talents
12 at 8:00 p.m.
with Ronald Wright (presently studyKean Dance Theatre is comprised . ing at the julliard School of Dance)
of students of the college and wi 11 be
and Patri cia Carter (a student at the
joined thissemesterl1f students from
North Carolina School of Arts) in the
previous years. Mr. Chai son, an Assispiece entitled " NOSTALGIC " with
tant Professor in the department of music by Handel and Couperin . Jay
Physical Education, Recreation and jehkins, a former Kean College stuHealth is the company choreogra- dent has choreographed a new piece
pher. He has previously danced with
entitled "GUESS W HO 'SCOM IN 2
Alvin Ai ley, EleoPomareandtheRod THE CRIB?!" music Of Prince.
Rodgers Dance Company.
This will be a perfect opportunity
Featured this semester w ill be 2 to put away those books, penci Is, shut
works choregraphed Of Mr. Chai son, . off the computers and relax before
"REUN ION" a dance piece which
that mad end of the year rush. We .

would like to see and feel your
presence in our audience, so come
and get comfortable and prepare to
enjoy an eveni ng of dance.

Ferri Recital
Carol Ferri , of Maplewood, an instructor of piano at Kean College of
New jersey, will present a recital
and lecture at 8 p.m. , December 15
in the Wilkins Theatre. Admission
is •free.
Louis Moreau Gottschalk, born in
1829 in New Orleans, will be the
subject of the recital and lecture,
"The Delights of Gottschalk." Gottschalk was a foremost concert
pianist of his day, noted for hi s use
of local Creole and folk materials in
his compositions.
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Indy Quiz
Answers

Turn to page nine if you
haven't taken this quiz yet; no
cheating!
1) Stephen Cougar is the
founder of Kean Coll ege. His
picture can be found in the first
floor lounge of Townsend.
2) A dairy farm as on the
ground s before the co llege was
built.
3) There are nine bridges on
campus.
4) Trotters Lane and Winthrop
Place are the proper names of
the " mighty " Kean river. They
are branches of the !=liz;ibeth
River.
5) Ralph is the name of the
statue in front of Downs.
6) There are 15 plywood
pyramids and the name of this
work is " Model for 81 More".
7) That ivy-covered bui lding is
the Kean building. The top floor
houses the nursing clinic. A lso
inside is Squires (the schoo l ambulance service) maintenance
offices, and storage facilities.
8) The J.F.K. Monument is
located near the bridge by
Townsend . (to the right between
two trees when facing the
building).
9) J sta nds for John J.
Hutchinson .
10) President Weiss' office is
located in Townsend, room 129.
Cranford is the town where his
open houses are held .
11) Ties with the Kean insignia
are available at the alumni office
in Townsend.
12) Newark State was the most
recent name for the college
before being known as Kean
College.
13) The Indy was previously
known as the Reflecto_r. The
change to the present name occurred in March of 1961 to make
it clear that the paper's purpose
was not to reflect the views of
any one particular group on
campus.
14) What! You didn't pay for
one today!

.l [

TO: Students, Staff, Faculty and their families
FROM: Kean College
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A GIFT FOR THE HOLIDAYS

A CHILD'S CHRISTMAS IN WALES
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A New Holiday Musical
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based on the story by Dylan Thomas

I

DECEMBER 16 , 1987- 8:00 pm WILKINS THEATRE
Free Tickets available at the Box Office
First come first Served
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A Happy Holiday_For All?
By Howard Thomas

''Planes, Trains
And Automobiles''
A Holiday Hit
By Kim Hemmes
As we all well know, "Tis the season
for movie making," but which one is
rea lly worth it, has holiday meaning,
yet isn't typical? Surprise, it's "Planes,
Trai nsand Automobiles," starri ngthe
za ny Steve Marti n and the hysterical
John Candy. This is defi nitely not your
typica l holiday theme movie, it surprises everyone.
Steve Martin plays a reta i l
marketing representative who is
always on busi ness trips between
New York and Chicago.
During this trip he meets up with
John Candy, a shower curtain
salesman and then give the "fun"
or should I say trouble begins.
If flying during Thanksgiving
weekend wasn't enough havoc, then
how about a blizzard in Chicago
which closes O'Hare Airport?
The two end upin Wichita, Kansas
with no place to sleep nor a flight to
Chicago in the near future.

Hysterical motel scenes, with the
two in the same bed, trains which are
about as re li able as Amtrak 's
derailments, buses w hich don't travel
to Ch icago but do go to St. Louis,
Missou ri and a rental car that makes
good fire ki ndle fo llow throughout
the movie and cause the audience to
be "rolling in the aisles."
This is one of Steve Martin's better
movies, at least from my viewpoint.
He's actually very funny, not stupid.
Joh n Ca ndy is his usual character,
the typical middle-class, overweight,
nice guy, who drives everyone,
especially Steve Martin, crazy.
Miracu lously, the two end up being very good fr iends and that 's
where the holiday theme comes in.
This is one of the betternew movies
out this holiday season .
Take a break from hectic shopping
spree's and parties and see this
movie. It's well deserved .

The Independent Needs Writers:
News, Entertainment, Commentary, Sports, and
lntramurals. Photographers and Artists Needed
Apply in CC 115.

This time of year is very special.
It's a time for giving and sharing. It's
a time to enjoy being with family
and friends. Everyone is not as lucky
as we are. Some are without fami ly
and frie nds and miss out on the joy
the holiday season brings.

Now you have the chance to
spread the joy of the ho liday season.
The New Student Committee and
The Commuter Club are collecting
old newspapers to benefit the elderly. On Dec. 16 at 8:00 p.m. in
Wilkins Theatre, you can also drop
off food items, or gifts. Free tickets
are at the box office to see A Child's

Christmas in Wales.
The food , gifts, or other items
such as toiletry items can be dropped off at the Freshman Center until Dec. 18. The Freshman Center
will make sure that your gifts of joy
will go to the less fortunate. Thank
you for making the Holiday season
what it should be. Happy Holidays!

Professors Work On Display
Vito Giaca lone, an associate professor of fine arts at Kean College
of New Jersey will have five of his
geometric abstract paintings on exhibit from Nov. 28 through Jan. 3
in the Benton Gal lery, Southampton, N.Y.
Giacalone is a resident of New
York City and Springs, East Hampton, N .Y. Gallery hours for the
" Winter Holiday Exh ibition;' are 11
a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday and Saturday,
and 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Sunday.
Giaca lone said, "The paintings
are geometric abstract works inspired by Chinese and Japanese art
in wh ich the colors are covered by
a si lver haze creating a subtle,
meditative atmosphere and mood ."
Work by Giacalone also is included through Dec. 13 in the
'J\merican Abstract Artists-51st
Year" exhibit at the New Jersey State
Museum , Trenton. Elected a
member of the American Abstract
Artists in 1986, Giaca lone has work
included in the group's 50th ann iversary print portfolio.
Recently his work was exhibited
at the Twentieth Century Gallery,
W i lliamsburg, Va.' the Guild Hall
Museum, East Hampton; and the
Westbeth Gal lery I, New York City.
The A lbri ght-Knox Ga llery, Buffa lo, N .Y. , a leading museum of contemporary art.

His works are in many private collections and one recently was add-

ed to that of the Prudential lnsurance Co. , Newark.

.--------Contest------.....
Unpub lished manuscripts o r works on any subjects of
Juvenile interest. Illustrations for Childrens' books are included
in a wi nni ng catego ry.
QUALIFICATIONS:
1. KCNj's Administrators, Facu lty, Staff, A lumni and Students
(part-time, full -time, evening).
2. Persons w ho have never pu b lished in the Juveni le fie ld.
WINNING CATEGORIES:
The 4 win ning categories are:
1. Best Fiction-Easy or Pictu re Book
2. Best Fiction-Young Adult
3. Best Non- Fiction-includes poetry, cookbooks,
sports, etc.
4. Best Illustrations
PRIZES/AWARDS:
1st Place- $100.00 per person per category.
2nd & 3rd Place-Certificate per pe rson per category.
DEADLINES:
The dead line for submitting manuscripts is April 4, 1988
(Monday). The deadline for the judges' decision is April 13,
1988 (Wednesday). All contesta nts will be notified in writing
of resu lts by Wednesday, Apri l 18.
Note: For further information, contact Yvonne McCray,
527-2302 (on campus ext. 2302) . Pl ease forward al I
manu sc ripts to Yvo nne McCray, Coordinato r, Co ll ection
Deve lopment, Co ll ege Library. A lso please check with forthcoming issues of the Independent, Kea n Update, Adm ini strative Repo rt and other co ll ege pu b licati o ns for additi ona l info.

AttenUon All Poets

A $1,000.00 Grand Prize w ill be
awarded to the poet who sends the
best entry to the American Poetry
Association's poetry contest. The
dead line for entry is December 31,
i987. The contest judges will
choose 141 winners and award over
$5,000.00 in cash and prizes. Entry
is free.
" Decembe r vacation shou Id

make it conven ient for college
students to send poems before the
deadline," said John Frost, Chief
Editor for the Association. "Two of
our recent winners were students,"
he added.
Poets interested in entering the
contest should send three poems,
each no more than 20 lines, with
th eir names and addresses on each

'"NUTS' IS AFRONT-RUNNER
FOR THIS YEAR'S OSCAR RACE!"
Rex Reed. AT TH[ MOVIE S

STREISAND'S FINEST PERFORMANCE.
SHE WIU- KNOCK
YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT:'
Jeffrey Lyons. SNEAK PREVIEWS/USATONIGHT

page, to American Poetry Association, Dept. CN-36, 250A Potrero
Street, P.O. Box 1803, Santa Cruz,
CA 95061-1803.
Poems sent for the contest will
also be considered for publication
in the American Poetry Antho logy,
a leading co llection of contemporary verse.
Poems are judged on originality
and sinceri ty, not just on technical
s,kill.

During six years of sponsorship
the American Poetry Association
has run 25 contests and awarded
· over $80,000.00 in prizes to more
than 2,000 winning poets.
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STUDENT TRAVEL
CONNECTION(STC)
is looking for aggressive
and responsible individuals to send on Spring
Break Vacations to
Cancun, Acapulco,
Nassau, and to other
Party Destinations.
STC also wants to
provide up to Thousands
of Dollars in Cash for
their spending money.
The Catch? A few hours
. a week for a period ·of
about 3 months.

Interested?
Call STC today at:

(800) 637-8926 or
(713) 447-6670.

l•

Now· Playing
A t Specia lly S e le cted Theatres

~Student
\:\Travel
~ Connection
Dedicated
A Travel Entity Totally

to lheS~ -

.
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Comics
Cliff's Hangers

by Vince Jones
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Freibs-A man once said that a
swim with Kim . . . But I want more
than that. MJC
Ms. Strait-Did the Psycho still
think you were a drunken airhead
even after you explained Einsteins
theory? By the way-your brows
need landscaping. Boom Boom
· Eye Rubble-I . found my dream
house: It's at 77 sunset strip in Vienna. Stop by-we'll have raspbe rry
Riunite, cat beer and salty danish.
Stay away from my bathroom with
that green pen . Perry's prayer
Fab Pumpkin-Streaks on the china
never mattered before . . . who
cares . .. I think this is where we left
off. Mr. B and Mezzzley
Beach Witch-E xcuse me for having fun! Excuse me for laughing.
Sure sign of an alcoholic. Maybe my
watch has a different time . . . bad
news. The Old Swimmer Pep
Blair-I think I hear Runaround
Sue! They must not have liked us
cause they didn't try to recruit us
again. Jo
Pasta Head-We never went for our
"real" d·i nner. Crackers and tea
doesn't cut it but chili dogs and beer
with three pilots would. Ms. Strait
Rich
M.- That
beard and
moustache! I can 't get over you ,
darlin'. You are such a handsome
man , unmatched by anyone else.
Let's dance sometime. Miriam
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C.0.-Men with big faces; round up
and scroll down; java jitters; Guam
everyday; P.S.'s; bye bye N.J., we
were air borne. HZ
CO-Perfume gum, Cubby Clem,
Peg works at White Castle, Ph illy
lives with Mai, does this bus stop
at Brussel? Loggins' new song ...
Buffer Zone.
.
Inga-I have one nerve left. All the
girls need some "support". Let's get
the 2 Paddle Pub real Smokey and
I isten to Crater Rock . Coach
Malone
Ms. Diplom~t-Drinkin g cheap
wine from dirty coffee cups and
running through open fire hydrants
. . . real professional. "You take the
good you take the bad." Ms.
Cowboy in the sky
Inga-La Isla Bonita; let's go get us
some fash ions; wash rag vs. face
cloth; tiny bubbles, date of hire?
(punch, punch); smells like an old
party. S. Malone
Chic- 77 Sunset stapler (snap,
snap). Sur/side 6 (What's that?) This
is where the fat girl dances. One,
two, reiden bach, four . . . Peg

Chic- Excuse me cou ld you not
breathe, blink, or stir about? Thanks.
Then sell the restau rant! I like your
sweater but it smell s like cha lk. Peg
Ricky and Dave-Congratulations
o n a great season. Love, Gina, Elise
and Eileen

Independent Date-Line
Hispanic Male, Age 24:
Hi! I'm a fun-loving, serious, attractive male who cares and understands.
I don't do anything that is harmful to my health. I enjoy movies, danceable
music and good times with a person. Looking for friendship because
friendship is the foundation of love.
Code #001
W-Male, Age 23:
I am a nice, friendly, good-looking guy. I enjoy movies, meeting new
people, music, bicycle riding, quiet evenings at home and many other
things. I drink only once in a while and it is very unimportant to me.
If you are a nice looking female with a good personality please apply.
I am really looking forward to hearing from you. ·
Code #007

Anyone interested in responding or applying to date-line can do so
by calling the director at 355-0174, extension 2339. Or.stop by in the
Independent office in CC 119. Date line hours are Tuesday 12-1 and
Thursday, 11-1 . 25¢ fee.

Tony-Sorry about what happened.
Let's talk and air out our problems.
Let's start new. Que Pasa

Siobhan-Looking forward to having you here next semester. Love,
Colleen

To my Darling Steve MedlowWhat's Next?" Love Always, Yours
Mindy

Rich-How is the mild sauce going?
Next time ... Why don't we try the
hot? Love ya, Dill & Kraj

Tim Schultz-Maybe when you
have time, we can do the lunch
thing! Love, Colleen

Chip-Marines do it better? Guess
Who?

Phyllis, Camilla, Joia- Thanks for
letting me move in. You are the
greatest roommates. Lori

John L.-What's between your big
brown eyes and my baby blues that
make them lock together whenever
we're in the same room? Blue Lace
Teddy

Lori C.-You 're a great friend! See
you arou nd ! Colleen
Intro to Algebra-Mon. & Thurs.,
9:25-10:40-What a trip! It's as clear
as mud! What a joke! A Classmate
Robert-Someone from Kean College loves you! Love always and
forever, Colleen
Robert-You left physically-but
you wi ll always be HERE in my
heart! Love, Colleen
Lori C., Kathy R.-Will I ever make
it to class on time? Colleen
Kathy R.-You must be confusing
horses with violets! Colleen
English Composition 1020-Fred
always has a true story! One of the
twins
Blair, What state should we rip apart
next? Clean you car yet? Are my
eyes red? Did I spell everything
right? Jo
Hench, It's hench day. We should
hench on down to the Hench Cellar
and start henching down some exotics. Richy & the Henchmen
Fabco Pep, Thi s is our last semester
of extracurri cular swaying. And it
isn't a brief thought ... I've been
thinking about it si nce Aug. Jane
Wyman
Hey Lady, Gotta pencil? It's Thursday, do you know where your bra
strap is? Why can't they turn
around? Conan The 60's Freak
Men's Soccer Team- To all of those
I told off, I'm sorry. Great season
guys! N.C.A.A. Love yas! Stacy
Chris-Just remember that timing is
everything!!! I can't tell if she's
home-the light is not on! Dinner?
A friend

WANTED-An Assistant Director to Dateline. Call the INDY.

Terry-(You know who I'm talking
about)-lf you're not crazy about
Robovice or K.C. Vice, TOUGH!!!
Take it or leave it! Khyron the
Destroyer

Secret Santa Personals

Douggie-ls it over before it ever
began? L?ve, Tuesday night

Next week's personals will be a special
centerfold edition. The Indy has room for
250 Secret Santa personals. How can you
put one in to that special person during this
holiday season?
Look for our table in the College Center
today and next Monday. For the cost of $1.00
you can place your message in the Independent. In addition, you can .send a candycane
with a message attached to anyone you want
on campus and we'll deliver it with the help
of several elves on Wednesday, December
16th.
Don't Be A Scrooge!
Be A Secret Santa To Your Friends!

Hey loser-H it girls much? Drink
much? You · need help! Signed
Victim (Becky)
Mike Buono-We are happy to hear
you got illl your work done. It was
good to see you out, even if it was
4 a.m. Love 112
Hey Bellush-Yes I'm staying over;
I hate you too! So what time are we
going out? Kaluha
Kris-I think you should quit one
of your jobs and spend more time
cleaning the apartment! Love, the
quest that will never leave-tell
Bellush that too!
Cougar Wrestlers-Keep up the
good work!
Gina-I 'm su re the Jetsons would
adopt you! Elroy is a nice kid and
you and Jane can make sour dough
bread . Betty

Colleen-You're a great friend.
Hope we are together again next
semester. If not, you know where I
live. Lori
Keith-H ave you checked your
back lately-There's something on
it and I'm not telling! Can't wait to
see those leopard underwear on
Wedn.esday at lunch! Love ya, Ruth
and Deb
Christie-Well we've made it a
month and eight days (Knock!
Knock!) Your a special part of my li fe
and who knows maybe we'll last till
Christmas??!!?? (Knock! Knock!) Tom
Murph- To save you time and
energy, we've decided that you
don't have to give us a final exam .
After all I think you've had a tough
semester. A Tornado Member
John S.-I guess you can now
lounge back and relax (heh!!) now
that you have no more stress
(hmm!). By the way, I hear they're
looking for a few good men in
Washington D.C. A Certain
Assistant
To The Indy Crew-I have a feeling
that spring break '88 is going to be
a wild one. So sta rt saving those
greenbacks, and make those plane
reservations, cause here we come!!!
A Nerd (II)
L & N-43 P.L.U.! Lisa, we miss
you! B & G
Amy-I never would have made it
without you. Thanks for all your
help. G. P.S. I'll try to stay awake.

To My Littles-Marcy & Debbie,
You guys are the greatest! Looking
forward to sharing the family tradi tion real soon!!! Have a great holiday. L & S-Your Big, Joelle

DWM-Th is Christmas is going to
be the best ever for I am sharing it
with you . You ' re the best! Loving
you, S.B.
Darkwalker- Looking forward to
our first meeting . . . It should
prove to be quite interesting. Yours
in Brotherhood, Leannan
John-M r. News Editor-We, the
Indy crew, will miss you very much.
Say " Hi " to Mr. Reagan for us!
John-I 'll give you ten years to see
the light. Then we_. the right-wing
Republicans, w ill forgive you for
your past fau lts. E.S.

Tom-Get psyched-Russia Bound!
Evening Wear! "Svim" Wear!
K.G .B. here we come. E.S.
To the Cougar Wrestlers- We love
watch in g you guys roll around, al I
sweaty, in those cute, little outfits.
But seriously, you're all doing great.
Good luck at Swarthmore this Saturday! Sharon & Collette
Murph-Do you think you can handle the partying tonight? If notwe'll understand. After all, one day
in the very distant (extremely distant) future, we 'll be old , too.
Mike C.-You crazy guy, you party
anima l, you. Its quite tragic-the
electrocution accident and allmaybe one day your hair will grow
in normal again.

N & L-lmported from Maui. Best ' Dad-You're the best. Thanks for
of the bunch . We'll smoke it for
getti ng my ca r fixed! You never apbreakfast. Dinner and Lunch . Hang
preciate something until it's gone.
in there! B & G
Chris D.-H ow you put up with
him is beyond me! You must have
· an extremely high tolerance level.
Hang in there! Shar
601 Burch "Half Pint"-Sorry, I did
not know you did not like massages.
Back tickles are better??!!! Preeot
Mark Goodman-I just let you win
at HORSE. Wait till next timeACM and friends-Hope you had
Basketball-Indy vs. Student Org.
a wonderful time in Boston! I know
We'll kill ya!
I did. Thank you again for your support and cooperation . See you next Garry-Did you see the new Peesemester!! Christel
Wee doll out?
Shar

N & L-You guys are grate. P.S. I
don't think you're snots. tuv, G

Hey Steve-Where's my souvenir - Tom-D idn't know Ed Asner was
from England? Your curious gal, the lead singer for Rush . Confused
Mindy!
Scott-I want to thank you from the
bottom of my heart for taking me
out to the Red Lobster! It was a most
enjoyable evening! You 're the best
brother any bird lady could ever ask
for! Love ya a bunch! Mindy

The Independent will refuse to run
Personals that specifically name any
individual (s) or group(s) in a
derogatory fashion . The paper
disavows personals that do not
specifica lly name individuals or
groups, and disclaims any responTo the guy with the funny accent! sibility for whatever inferences
WOW! Thanks for a wonderful time readers make. No Personals with 35
at the introduction dinner! I had a words or more will be accepted .
blast! Goodness Gracious, only two
more short weeks to go ... Editor's note: Hi! I'm glad to see that
AAGHH!, And I still don't even so many of you have taken an interest
know your sign! Love always, The in suhf:nitting personals. Keep them
chick with the American accent
coming! I just have a few reminders for
all of you. No personal will be accepted
that does not include a name and
To Blondie, Carmin, Beth, Debbie,
phone number from the person who
Stacy, Chip, Steve, · Sarah, Zen, placed it. Also, no personals over 35
Scott, Lisa and Jane! Thanks for go- words will be accepted; for all of you
i ng with me to see Fatal Attractions! submitting novels keep this in mind!
I had a blast! Love always, Mindy That's it. Thank you.
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AA MEETING
(Alcoholics Anonymous)
Tuesdays 1:40 to 3:00 p.m.
Closed Meeting,
Call Hot Line For Location

289-9100
527-2360

Attention Part-Time Students
Come to New York City with us. Free bus trip sponsored by the Council for Part.:Y-ime Students and Student Activities. The date of the trip will be December
19, 1987. Bus leaves TPA 9:15 p.m. Bus will leave NYC
at 3:15 p.m.
Sign-up dates are: Dec. 2, 6:30-8:00 p.m., 1st floor
Willis Hall, Dec. 9 6:30-8:00 p.m. ; Commuter Lounge
in Hutchinson Hall J-130.

Recreation Jobs
Applications for employment for
the 1988 Spring Semester are now
being accepted.
Apply at the Department of
Recreational Sports Room 22, East Campus.

How Are You
Helping The Less
Fortunate This ·Year?
Why Not Bring A Non-Perishable Food
Item, A Small Toiletry Item Or
Gift To Someone Less Fortunate
Than Yourself To The
Freshman Center By December 18th.
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Commuter Lounge-)130
Hours: ,,
11 am-3 -pm, 4 pm-8 pm
A Relaxing Place
To Study!!·
All Welcome

New York City Bus ,Trip
December 12, 1987
10:30 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.

rights activities this
husband and wife spent
over 5 years in a
Russian prison.

Jack Healy is schedul ed to speak
Chamber music by N.j. Symphony Orchestra
Friday, December 11 , 1987 at 7:00 P.M.
Chancellor's Suite, Student Center, Seton Hall University

.... sqnq:~~J.;9ls2_2

· Or, rush $2 .00 to: A...a,ch Aulatance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
-.~
Custom research also available- all levels

FOR SALE-Raichle RX6 Air Ski
Boots, Size 8-used one season.
Regular price $150.00. Asking
$90.oo· or B/O. For more info stop
at 308 Bartlett Hall. Ask for Victor.
FOR SALE-1982 Pontiac
Firebird. V6, automatic, fully loaded, including A/C, T-tops, cruise
control Black exterior, camel interior. Excellent condition in and
out. 57m miles. $4,500. Call days
351-1990. Ask for Richard. Nights,
686-1478. Ask for Rich or Felice.

Master's Candidates
In Speech Pathology

Lo.:>klng for an exciting,
challenging Job? Kings Supermarket in Short Hills has many
openings. Call for an appointment
today. 467-2311 .

Research grants for Speech-Language Pathology ($1000 and
$500). For Applications:
Communication Skill Builders
3830 E. Bellevue
P.O. Box 42050
Tucson , Ariona 85733

Application Deadline: 1/29/88
Award Announced: 2/26/87

ARE You 'CiREb Of RELIGION?
The traditional church teaches do's and don'ts
Gods w ord does not!

Did you know that God wants the Best for You?
Come learn more about God•s Word
Sunday Mornings I I :00 am Downs Hall
and

Kean College Free Movies. One
of the benefits of working in the
exciting entertainment industry.
Blue Star Cinema, Route 22,
Watchung is now hiring cashiers,
ticket takers, and ushers. $4.00 to
$5.00 starting wage with periodic
reviews. Apply in person daily 1 ·
p.m. E.O.E.
Help Wanted- Travel Field Opportunity. Gain valuable marketing
experience while earning money.
Campus representatives needed
immediately for spring break trips
to Florida. Call Campus Marketing
at 1-800-282-6221 .
Mobile Music Instructors, Inc.
seeks teachers for all instruments
esp. piano. Teachers travel to area
homes. Please call 754-5544.

Wednesday Evenings 7:3 0 p m Browsing Room

Protestant Campus Ministries

-Sponsered by-

Part Time Help

Because of their human

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

PIANO FOR SALE-Spinet ,
379-2942. Call after 8:00 p.m.

WANTED!
Iva Kovalev

16,278 to choose from ....:.all subjects

See everything the Big Apple has to offer at your own pace! Shop,
eat, sightsee, party, do it all onl y in New York. Buy tickets in the
Freshman Center fo r only $2!!!
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!!!
From the New Student Committee
And the Commuter Club

SeaCatm MinistrieSIIJ/I

Tatyana Oslpova
and

lllllRCH PIPIRS

Work at YOUR conven ience-before, after or
between cl asses.
Ideal for students who live ON or OFF campus
-no extra commuting to and from work!
• Enjoy generous employee discounts ranging
from 20% to 30%
• Paid Vacation , Paid Holidays
• Excellent Medical and Dental Benefits
• Em ployee Award_Program
Apply NOW at
BARNES & NOBLE
KEAN COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
Student Activities Building
NEED EXTRA MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS???

Wanted!!! Aggress ive, en thusiastic students to join the
'87-88 Student Travel Services
Sales Team. Earn free trips and
cash, set your own hours, and
gain excellent sales experience
while marketing Winter and
Spring Vacations. For more information call 1-800-648-4849.
'

Off The Record Entertainment.
Having a party? Getting Married?
Why not hire a professional D.J.
We have a wide variety of music
from Abba to Zebra. Call (201)
686-3318 between 2 p.m. and 10
p.m. Ask for Bill.
Experiencing stress, tension?
Overworked? Set up an appointment for a relaxing , unwinding
Swedish
massage,
sport
massage or foot massage. For
more information contact Steven
J . Guttman, Certified Registered
Massage Therapist (CRMT) at
687-4549.
Ma n age Gift C,rtif,caft
Oi11url,fiul,a1fdfn _

_ __

·•- - - - --

_

-

-

Cat,fir:::,1,o-:;~_-_::-_-_nn:,::::::1 <;---. ~a
Si1u1,,,, _ _ _

M-. A-;~~:;;.!:!;-,.._"

For tickets and infonnation ca ll Jack Acker (201) 939-0600
or Jonathan Neiss 964-0018

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Goodbye
John Salerno
''Mr. News Editor''
We'll Miss You!

CLASSIFIEDS
Babysitti!r Needed. Who is
reli able, honest , and likes
children , to babysit for 2 children.
Must have character references .
Flexible hours for part-ti me work.
Call 762-7490.

To

Apt.
Share! Female near East
Campus off-campus apt. $315. a
month includes utilities. Call:
355-8490.

1980 Chevy Citation! 4-speed ,
2-door hatchbac k, AM -FM
cassett, new brakes, tires, clutch ,
radiator. $700. 455-0900 extension
230, M-F, 1-3 p.m. 273-5134 even. ings, weeke nds.
Expanding Newark Law Firm
needs office services personnel.
Circu late office mail, rece ive
del iveries, distribute supplies ,
assist in office moves. Full and
part-time positions. Mornings,
afternoons, and evenings. Person
must be bright, reliable, with a
professional office appearance.
· Call Ms. Marshall at 643-3232
X303.
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Kean Matmen
Roar To 9-0 Start

More Kean Football
Final 1987 Statistics

Soph LaVerda Leads Team With 3 Pins

Receiving
M cG uirl , Kevin
Scott, Rodney

Kean 35 Hunter 7
By Sharon MacBride
Last Friday and Saturday the 118'-Dasti K., dee. Ron Sinacone,
Cougar wrestling team improved 14-2
their record to 9-0, after being vic- 126-Daryl Moore K., pinned Mike
torious over Hunter College (35-7) Velez, 1:37
134-Greg LaVerda K., dee. Dean
and King's Point (28-1'6).
Each contributing six points to the Rogers, 11-6
team score over Hunter were pin 142-Frank Genova K., dee. Bryan
club members Daryl Moore (126) Mirabella, 19-6
pinning Mike Velez in 1:37, Eric 150-Rich Colert H ., dee. Jim
Stewart (158) with a pin time of 4:55 Dougherty, 16-3
over Dennis Markov, and Mike 158-Eric Stewart K. , pinned DenJackson (177) pinning Kevin Ken- nis Markov, 4 :55
nedy in 5:21. 118 pounder Joe Dasti 167-Jim Gorman H ., dee. Pete
began -the match with a 14-2 deci- Brandt, 9-6
sion over Ron Sinacone, having four· 177-Mike Jackson K., pinned
takedowns, adding four points to Kevin Kennedy, 5:21
the team total. Also winning by 190-Jeff Lange K., dee. John
decision were Greg LaVerda (134), Ciaramella, 11-4
Frank Genova (142), Jeff Lange (190) Heavyweight-Ed Dupuy K., dee.
Jim Capria, 5-0
and heavyweight Ed Dupuy.
Records: Kean 8-0, Hunter 6-1
At Saturday's match against King's
Kean 28 King's Point 16
Point, Greg LaVerda was the team
leader with a pin over Sal Vella in 118 - Joe Da sti K., dee. J.D.
4:18. A returning national letterman, Shantera, 12-4
this Cranford sophomore leads the 126-Kabir Kalsi, KP., dee. Daryl
Cougars with three pins along with Moore, 14-4
freshmen Pete Brandt, hailing from 134-Greg LaVerda K., pinned Sal
Paulsboro, and Paterson resident Vella, 4:18
Daryl Moore. Winning by deci sion 142-Frank Genova K., won by
over King's Point were Joe Dasti default
with five takedowns; Jim Doughter- 150-Jim Doughterty K., dee. Tracy
ty with three takedowns, a reversal, Wilcox, 12-4
and a near fall; Eric Stewart with one 158-Eric Stewart K., dee. Dale
takedown, two reversals, and two Goetz, 12-2
near falls; and Pete Brandt with 167-Pete Brandt K., dee. Steve
Martino, 10-0
three takedown s.
Kean's next match is the Swar- 177-Sam Leske KP., pinned Mike
thmore Tournament thi s Saturday at Jackson, 2:58
Swarthmore beginning at 12 p.m. 190-Grant Gahel KP., dee. Jeff
Albright and Mansfield will also be Lange, 9-3
Heavyweight-Brian Rhoades KP. ,
present.
Last week's sta tisti cs are as dee. Ed Dupuy, 6-3
Records; Kean 9-0, King's Point 6-2
follows:

Iweekly

Johnson, Brian
N ittolo, John
Davis, Craig
Olivieri , Nick
Butts, Daryl
Hawkins, Jason
Carr, Steven
Pleasant, Damon

Basketball

The momentum swayed throughout the matchup, but the Cougars
came out ori the short end. Thomas
Williams (Elizabeth) connected
from three-point range to
Kean
an 81-80 lead. However, the Gothics
tied the game and played tough
defense to win the game in the final
seconds 86-81. Still scored 15 points
and grabbed 10 rebounds to pace
the Cougars.

g...-e

Despite the losses, coach Ron
Kornegay was pleased with .the
team's attitude and performance.
Both games were competitive and
could have went either way. His
p layers are st::1 learni ng and only
time will help.

.··../ ND
. ' 'S B· rown .. ~.
-~£.:~
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Become
__ . . s 7th Player in Irish History To Win Avant
· · By Tony Dias

When Tim Brown was a senior at
Woodrow Wil son High School in
Dallas, Texa s he was -t,eavily
recruited by many colleges
throughout the nation. But he'd
soon narrowed his selections to only two: SMU and Notre Dam . As
Tim Brown looks back, he realizes
how fortunate he was to play for the

Fighting Irish . That's because a decision to play for his hometown team
of Southern Methodist University
would have left Brown on a gridiron
with no opponents, keeping in min
that SMU has had no scheduled
games for the last two years because
of NCAA violations. Regardless, Tim
Brown is the 1987 Hei sman Trophy
winner and for all the right reasons.

TD's
10
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
11.

ATT
10

Made
4

o/o
40.0

Long
37

No.
12
5
4
3
1
25

Yds.

Avg.
15.3
5.2
-1.8
3.3
10.0
8.9

Long
40
17
0
1.2
10
7.9

Yds.
842
152
78
77
72
46
47
17
24

75

Field Goals
Mattos, John

1
1356

Avg.
21.6
21.7
11.1
15.4
14.4
11.5
11 .8
8.5
24.0
1.0
18.1

Receptions
39
7
7
5
5
4
4
2
1

Totals
\

Point Returns
M cGuirl , Kevin
Washington, Daryl
Castora, Steve
Scott, Rodney
Butts, Daryl

Totals

Sports Wrap I

Kean 60 Rutgers-Camden 71
Kean 81 Jersey City St 86
The Kean College men's basketball team evened its record this
week at 3-3. Th e Cougars dropped
both of their matchups after playing
competitive matchups. Against
Rutgers-Camden, Kean scored five
points in the second half to take a
60-55 lead . However, Rutgers
pumped in seven points and never
looked back.
Dave Still (Atl. City) scored a
game-,high 14 points and captain
Marc Mitchell (Plainfield) added
nine. J<ean's week did not get better_when it played nationally-ranked
Jersey ;Gty State in Union.
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183
26

-3
10
10

222

Kolbensclag, Chris
Iezzi , Mike
Suarez, Ron
Reinmuth , Chris
Spampatano, Sal
Pickney, Steve
Oliver, Rae
Wallace, Harry
Schander, Dean
Lobelo, Lui s
Greene, Mike
Lindsay, Brad

Tackles
U nasst'd
61
68
52
35
10
30
20
10
5
4
2
0

Asst'd
43
32
39
33
18
21
10
7
1
1
2
2

Sacks (Yards)
6 (38)
0 (0)
2 (14)
5 (34)
1 (5)
2 (14)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0(0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

Total
104
100
91
68
58
51
30
17

Defensi ve Line
Luchina, Jim
Vinci, Gerard
Ri chards, Claude
Clark, Floyd
Miller, Troy
Robertson, Mark

327
42
39
19
7
6
3

209
27
28
19
5
6
3

16 (105)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

536
69
67
38
12
12
6

Linebackers
Prendergast, Denn is
Castora, Steve
Zarrillo, Don
Ryan, Tim
Long, Mike
Holte, Ray
Brown, Aaron
Williams, Fred
Wilson , Ed
Clark, Chuck
Montalbano, Mike

116
72
60
55
49
11
4
13
9
9
3
0

88
39
43
33
28
5
11
2
5
4
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

204
111
103
88
77
16
15
15
'14
13
3

Secondary

285
30
3
4
3
0

172
17
3
0
0
2
0
0

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)

457
47
6
4

1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gonzalez, George
Ragin, Lorne
Scott, Rodney _
Martin, Joe
Fisher, Brian
Helm, Dan
McGovern , Ri ck
Gallagher, Pat
Johnson , Brian
McGuirl, Kevin

0
0

6

5
4

2

2

3
2

Others

43

24

0 (0)

67

Kean College

771

493

16 (105)

1264

Brown was an all around team
leader at Notre Dame. He led the
'lris~. to an 8,3 season despite facingmajor powerhouses week after
' r:::~~r~i~ !~~~,n~=nk=~
pressured to do everything but print
the tickets. he finished the season
with 1,847 all purpose yards. Brown
did this even with his own share of
injuries, playing the later half of the
season with a shoulder separation
and a broken finger.
Because of lack luster performances in Browns last two games,
the Heisman race was supposed to
be a lot closer. He beat out
Syracuses '
Don
McPherson

1442-831 in total votes. In my opinion these two were the only real
candidates for this prestigious
award. This award is given to the
player who is most beneficial to his
team . Usually he will enter the
season as a candidate because of a
banner year the season before.
McPherson, as did Brown, was
coming off a fine year in 1986. This
year he was the nation's top passer
while leading the Orangemen to an
11-0 season and a Sugar Bowl berth.
He threw key last minute
touchdown passes against Boston
College and Pitt to preserve their
undefeated regular season while
gaining the nation s respect in a 5
TD pass performance against na•

Fumbles
Recovered
2

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Passes
lnterc'd
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

5
1
0
0
0
0
2

2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
2
0
0

0
2
4
5
4
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
17
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

14

22

tional champion Penn State.
As far as other candidates in the
running, Craig Heyward of Pitt is the
only other player who · would exemplify the award. Lorenzo White
of Michigan State and Gordon
Lockbaum of.Holy Cross did an excellent job of leading their teams to
success, but it was done in a fashion
in which there were many other
contributors to there already dominant programs. Heyward was the
nation's No. 2 rusher and because
of the Panthers inconsistency at
quarterback, he usually carried the
ball 40-50 times a game. H e is only a junior and plans to return to Pitt
next year.

..,,
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Hockey Team Needs Backing

Medvitz Athletic
Performance
Synonomous
With Career
Performance

By Mark Malinowski

The women's soccer team finished the 1987 season at 7-8 but
without the services of Laura Medvitz. After three successful years
with the team, Medvitz unfortunately ended her season with a ligament
tear in her knee.
Medvitz, who was the Cougar's
captain, ended her career on a sour
note. Her knowledge, discipline
and experience helped her mature
on the field and off. Her enthusiasm
and motivation were attributed · to
two factors-fun and regimentation.
Soccer has been a part of her personal growth at Kean.
"Soccer has been a big part of my
Iife. It was a way for me to have fun
but I became more disciplined on
the field as well as -off, " Medvitz
said." Discipline helped me excel
in soccer and structure my other
commitments. Without a regimented structu re I would not have been
able to keep my other commitments."

Cougar
Focus
By Perry Schwarz

Cougar
Football
Stats

Wrestling
9-0

Kean's Rob lmbriaco demonstrates his netminding poise in a Cougar
defeat last week.

·

Photo by Dan Rapp

With the outstanding success of
Football Soccer, women's basketball
and now wrestling all seems sunny
and fair with the Kean Athletic Program. It is not.
The hockey club, with a 1-6
record, is having a Devil of a time.
After being released financially by
the Administration earlier in the
season, the players must now supply
their own equipment, sticks, tape and
must organize their travel.
Even worse, nobody seems to
care a second about the Kean
hockey club · except the players
themselves. More than one player
sorrily informed that there is no
communication between the team
and head coach Chris Delsante.
The players aren't the only things
being neglected. So is the teams
future. A former player said, "He's
(Delsante) not doing any recruiting.
He's from Long Island where there
are a lot of good players and he
doesn't even put in a half an hour a
week:'
Nevertheless,
despite
its
disasterous state, the team
somehow managed to gather itself
and found way to collect its first win
of the trying season. On Mondav at
nearby Warinanco Park , Kean
defeated Stony Brook of Lon~ Island
(enrollment 16,000) 5-3 on goals, by
Bill Docherty, David Kelton, Harry

Mccullen and Emil Di\lessio.
Kean never trailed as Kelton opened the scoring when he flipped a rebound fro close range past the
Patriot goalie.
The win provided the team with
an ingredient that maybe, just may
be able to somewhat reverse the
clubs dreadful situation-a positive
attitude.
'i\fter the w_in everybody was feeling good and talking about the
game," said freshman forward Bob
Robidoux, "we haven' t had that all
season long."
It seems the campus community
has forgotten about the teams success last season. Kean qualified for
the playoffs where it was upended
by powerful Morri s County College
in the semifinals.
Disappointedly so far this year,
"the only people who go to our
games are the same five students,
some parents or some girlfriends,"
said Robidoux, "we have no fan sup-

port:'
Keans next home game is at
Warinanco against Montclair on
Jan. 11 .
If we the students are able to contribute our support to the other
more successful programs here at
Kean, well, can't we help out a team
which right now desperately can
use our support the most? Let us
help the Kean College hockey team
survive.

Kean Woinen Rout Gothics 73-50, Now 4-1

The physical education major
plans to teach on the elementary
and coach soccer. She will comBy John Nalbone
plete her student teaching while she
works in a local mall. Personal inThe Kean College women's
teraction is a major part of her per- basketball team, playing without the
sonality and as long as she has that, services of forward Alyse Fortune,
Medvitz will be content.
opened up a 52-25 margin 15
Medvitz transferred Kean from
minutes into the second half en
Hawthorne College in New Hamp- route to a ·73-50 dusting of Jersey Cishire. Her game was very wreckless ty State (1-3).
before playing for Kean. She learnMerry Beth Ryan (jr. Rotur:ida W.
ed the game and became a valuable
Fla.) and senior captain Jill Demark
cog in the team .
(Spripgfield) each scored six points
Medvitz was part of the team that during a 15-4 burst in that second
went to the NCAA Division Ill Tour- .half. Ryan and Demark both finishnament in 1986, and made two ed with 12 points apiece.
ECAC appearances also. In three
Kean, (4-1) (2-1), also received a
years she helped her team achieve strong performance frqm Kris
an overall record of 40-11 .
Augustine (so. Haskell) who netted
Coach Terry Hedden said Med11 points while blocking 9 shots to
vitz was a true leader and performer also lead the defense.
on the field. She was a key player
With the absence of Fortune (jr.
in the center field and was always
Lake Hopatcong), who will more
in the right place. Hedden said she
than likely be shelved for the rewill be missed from the program.
mainder of the season due to a head
" Soccer changed me as a person," Medvitz said." My emotions
flared up before I played here and
I was also without guidance. My approach to the game now is controlled and I have more respect for opponents talent. I feel the attitude I
have on the soccer field is synonoBy Perry Schwarz
mous with my personality na.v."
The senior made a strong impact
An athlete must be dedicated to
on the team and now she will ap- his/her sport in order to excel in it.
ply what she learned from the play- However, skiing involves dedication
ing field and classroom in the real
in other forms before the team can
world . She should be just as concentrate on practice. The Kean
successful.
College Ski Team must concentrate
Medvitz is living in South Amboy. on fund raising before excelling on
the slopes.
The ski team, which is a club
sport, is a nonfunded organization
by the administration. All monies
raised is put toward practice time,
uniforms, and payment for match
time on the slopes. Whereas traditional sports such as football,
basketball , and baseball are funded, the ski team must fund raise. If
they are successful financially then
the success might carry to the
slopes.

However Lose Scoring Ace Fortune To Injury

\s

He
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injury, coach Rich Wilson was concerned about who was going to
pick up the scoring slack.
"This is probably the best we've
played all year." Wilson said. "With
Alyse gone I was a bit concerned
about the offense, but Kris
(Augustine) and Eleanor (Wykpisz)
(12 pts.) played very well." Wilson
noted that the vacated forward position is very much up for grabs. "We
will look at our upcoming opponents very closely before we
decide who will start;' Wilson said:
"We have a few players capable of
being very effective at forwa rd, but
we'll see how practice goes this
week before we make any decisions."
HOOP NOTES: Ryan leads the
Cougars with 18.5 ppg. avg. The
Jersey City State game marked the
return of Former Kean standout

Mary Delehanty who is now an
assistant for the Gothics. If Fortune
is unable to return to action this
season, she will be red-skirted so
she will still have two years of
eligibility remaining.

Devils
Ticket
Contest

Ski Team Supports Itself
Must Collect Its Own Funding

Indy

Needs

Sports

Writers

The teams goal is $13,750. The
means to reaching it are through raffles, candy sales, car washes, donations etc. Captain Greg Fazeks
(Carteret)andCo-Captain Dan Want
(Chappagua) feel their goal can be
reached . Fazekasalsodoublesasthe
coach.
" The team members have worked extensively with the fundraisers;'
Fazekas said. "The skiers understand that without finances they
can't compete, so they spend many
hours fund raising as they would skiing."
One sponsor aided the team.
Lucy's Bar, located at 2756 Broadway in New York donated funds to
the team . However, Fazekas continues to solicit funds to reach their
team goal.
There are sixteen members on the

squad. The Kean Ski Team is open
to both men and women. Each person must be successful with fund
raising so that the team goal will
enable them to participate. The incentive is an opportunity to ski. This
is also another part of the team
participation.
The team begins competition in
January. All the time prior to next
month has been spent fund raising.
Fazekas and Ward remain optimistic
about the clubs success.
"We ?lave a dedicated group.
They believe in the sport and are
dedicated to the advancement of
the club," Fazekas and Ward said .
Anyone interested in the ski program should contact Fazekas
through the recreational sports ofice
at 527-2436.

Big Bad and blonde Boston Bruin
winger Willi Plett is the dastardly
dude who is second to Tiger
W ill iams on the NHL's All-time
penalty minute list.
With his 263 minutes in penalties
last seasoQ Plett increased his
11-year career total to 2,402, which
surpassed Dave Schultz nine season
total of 2,294. Willams now a Hartford Whaler at age 33, has amassed 3,873 minutes over his dubious
12-yr.-career.
Submitting correct answers were
Steve Taylor, Richard Lieberman,
Kevin Kane and Brian Grzybowski.
The Random drawing winner was
Steve Taylor.
Who are the 2 current NHL'ers
who hold the record for scoring the
fastest goal from the start of a game?
Each player tallied within just 5
seconds of their games.

